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All the news that's fit to print.
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ONE DOLLAR A YEAR

ROE KINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN

COUNT/ KENTUCKY

FRIDAY

JULY 22 1914

11111901IFF CALLED DOWN BY
JUKE UPTON MUM DROWNED
CZAR FOR DETENTION OF NEUTRALS.
WHILE BATHE AT CAPE MK
Nicholas' Attitude May Result In Peaceful Adjustment of Prominent Louisv
ille Jurist, While on Vacation,
Loses
Trouble.—Ingland Is Warlike.—Fight In Progress.
Life In Presence of Many Spectators
.
(Csblegram.)

i2145141AN STatiltstidAN.

4000.11
.
1110Winetmatir
-.-0,
a. m.-"re Associated Prose-has just
been informed that Eiriperor *lobolaa, in an interviow with Count
Lamedorff, the foreign minister, exponied his displeasure at the turn
*Tents had taken and at the possibility of complications with Great Britain minting out of the detention of
British ships by the Ramadan volunteer Seat steamers in the Red Sea.
• T.Ve pacific attitude, if the report
be &week williloubtless lead to an
inillediate and amicable adjustment
StIE .1 difficulties.

'see,

.%oer
"aueratitenglit

(Special to New Era)
tug.
CAP MA.I.N.J.,.1 ul,y 2Ier.indg
Jlidge'Muir was one of Louisville's
pion W. Muir, of Louisville, was most proMin
ent citizens and was
drowned *bile bathing yesterday born in
that city Dec. Z), 1808. He
here, where he and his family had a was educat
ed at the University of
oottage for the summer. He was Virginia. He
practiced law with
standing in about two feet of water, great Success
and in 1901 was elected
when he was seen to fall face down- president
of the board of councilmen.
ward. His body was found floating, In 1902
he was appointed judge of
but all efforts to resusciate him were the common
pleas court, third diviswithout avail. Tho verdict of the ion and was
reelected for six years
coroners jury was accidental drdwn- Jail Novemb
er.
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L IGHT
D RIVING
HARNESS
We have just recetwei *srlight driving barna*:

athak,
fr911'"7-

$27.50.

$12.50 00
Some beauties in this shipment. If you
something extra nice come and see wh
have. ¶We also offer a strong, very
ble hand-made harness at

titi
extra stro40

Will make some very close prices on

tuisoir:.; 14
WAGON HARNESS, COLLARS,
BRIDLES,SADDLES, ETC.

We also sell Buggie
cheaper than anybody
• GET OUR PRICB
BEFORE BLIVIN6!

20T S. MAINT.
-NO

IRcmnantSalc
All Remnants
of Matting on Sale next
THURSDAY.

All 25c, 30 and 35c
Mattings at 12k.
All 15c and 20c Mating at 10c.
Lengths 2 to 18 yards

T. M. Jones,

GEN. BEM ILL.
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1. YOST C

IOW HE WAS HURT' BY ARBITRATION

6110filn COTTON UNANIMOUS CHOICE

•

r.r.oram/110

$13.50
Notes AboutPeople GOOD JAPANESE WORK. See vig
this if you want something
(From Thursday's Daily.)

Miss Narcissus McKee is in St. Desperate Assault Met With
Louis.
* ATTLI IN PROGRISS.
a Piero' Resistance.
Mr. Joe Ledford of Pee Dee, was
NDON, July 21.—The Standin the city today.
(Cablegram.)
arOs correspondent with the first
00IINT LASSDOUT.
Miss Taxis Street, of Clarksville,
LONDON,July 19.—A corresponJa0eame army, cabling under date and has been
very conspicuous in the Is visitin
dent of the Times at Gen. Kuroki
g in the city.
of july 19, says;
negotiations between his country and
's
Miss Rosalie Green has returned headquarders say tbat the Japanese
'Our right rank has been engaged Japan.
losses
dining
the fighting at Motien
from Craggie Hope, Tenn.
elefie morning."
Pass on July 17 were trifling.
who have been in the service for
Mrs,
Jas. West left today for Cr.be correspondent (nt thelimes,
'many years and who openly deplore der, Ky., to visit
her parents.
crets Gen. Kuroki's army, under date
ST. PETERSBURG, July 19.—
the haste with which thought Great
Mr. Rumsey Crenshaw, of Nash- Gen.
3uly 19, confirms the Standard
Kuropatkin reports that Lieut.
Britain had plunged into the Trans- ville, was in the city today enroute
Gen. Count Kellar lost over 1,000
pondeut's report.
weal war, last night frankly declared to Cadiz.
kited or wounded in an attack
on
for a policy of reprisal against what
10;
1,
Misses Sarah and Rosa Klein have Motien Pass July 17.
wo !NOLAND MAD.
is regarded here as Russia's violation returned to Clarksville alter a visit
*reTDON,July 21.—The Associatof treaties and her piratical attack of three weeks in the city.
TOKIO,July 19.—Gen. Kuroki re1Prees has interviewed many on
Miss Ida Anderson, of Louisville, ports that two divisions of the RusBritish commerce.
plininent persons connected and in
The warlike tone of such papers as is the guest of Mrs. George Lander, sian army made a desperate assault
on Motien Pass at dawn July 17, but
close touct with the government rel.
the Times, the Standard and the North Liberty street.
wets repulsed. Casualties were not
atiCe to the seizure of British,veesels
Mrs. Chas. L. Nourse, Miss Ruth stated.
Morning Post and the Daily Telee steamers of the Russian vol- graph,
Baynham and Miss Boylan, of New
At 8 O'clock Sunday morning, a
which, in national crises hithOrleans, are visiting relatives at Oak heavy
r fleet in the Red Sea. As a re- erto almost invariably advised
fog veiling their movemente,
eau- Grove.
sat/ of these inquiries there is shown tiou, hie its inevitable
two divisions of Russians,commandeffect. There
Mrs. T. A. Smithson, Misses Belle ed by Lieut. Gen. Kellar, made an
to be a remarkable hostile feeling has been stirred up all
classes in the Ellis
and Barbara Adcock and Louis assault on the Japanese positions at
agalust Russia of a strength and by United Kingdom and
the strength of Adcock have gone to
St. Louis to Motien Pam. Oen. Kuroki adds that
acts almost without precedent since which the government
the Russians assailed all the Japaitself can spend a week.
She Crimean war. Even the soldiers Scarcely guage.
nese positions at Motion Pass, an*
Messrs. George, Park▪s and Gilbert
In its vicinity, desperately. The
rmistead. of Franklin, Tenn., are
Japane
se resisted stubbornly, revisiting the family of J. H. Cate, on
pulsed the Russians and pursue
d
East Ninth street.
them for a, considerable distance
Messrs. Herman Marx, Jo Cos- westward.
grove, L. T. Walsh, Will Slattery
Gen. Kuroki, in his reptort, praises
and Frosty Moore are "rooting" for the valor of his men.
Walter
Maddox
Dragged Questions In Dispute
Will Clarksville today.
Twenty Feet.
Be Settled.
Macedonia News.
From Wednesday's Daily.
(Special to New Era)
Mr.
W.
D.
Cocper
has
returne
CHICAGO, July 21.—The strike
d
(From Thursday's Daily)
Macedonia, Ky., July 21.—Eider
from Oklahoma City.
Walter L. Maddux, of Hopkins- Inaugurated ten days ago by the
John
W. McCarroll and Bradley
Mrs. Will Webb,of Oklahoma City,
vine, who was perhaps fatally injur- butchers' and meatcutters' union
Ray, of thieplace,attended the camp
Is
visitin
the
in
city.
g
was amicably settled at a conference
ed at Springfield yesterday, will be
Deems Cautrill has returned from meeting at Eddyville Monday and
operated upon at once. The L. di N. Isere last night, brought about by
I Tuesday of this week.
three
a
weeks' visit at Bell.
surgeon will amputate his leg above request of officials of the Allied
I
Miss Ella Marquise, of Chicago, —At Saratoga, Lyon county, there
Trades. The whole difficulty will be
tilt knot
III.,
iz visiting Mrs. E. P. Fears.
are still to be seen 'signs of the war
Maddox is a brakeman on the Lou- submitted to a board of arbitration,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jack
Meador
and
pending the award the strikers
have between the states—bullet holes In
isville A.Naahville train (1.1
. sd yestergone to Cerulean for a week's stay. the M.E.church made while the
are
to
be
batgiven
their
old jobs as rapday morning in making a switch in
Miss Sue Neely, of Elkton, is via-!tie was being fought over the &wakeidly as possible, every man to be rethe oortu yards at Springfield after
iting Mrs. J. N. Hardin, of this city. ga spring. In this engagement
there
ontting off the caboose, he glt on instated within forty-five days.
Mr. Alex Warfleld and children were seven men killed.
Strike leaders in all effected cities
tie Reit ear and the engineer in en&
are visiting at St. Bethlehem, Tenn. I —Mr.Spence
r McChesney,a promdeoly'taking up the slack of the train have been notifiee and normal conClaudi
Miss
a
Davis
inent
ditions
morn.
citizen
left
this
are
and
expect
farmer of Caldwell
ed
by
tomorrow
threw Maddox off, and in falling the
1.4 for St. Louis where she will en- I county, died at
mornin
g.
his
home DOSE Princecaboose ran upon him, dragging him
gage in business.
ton on Monday, July 18th. He was
11.• distance of twenty feet. His
Miss Lillian Brasher, of Hopkins- well
Porter-Wiggins.
known as a well-to-do fanner
lett lag was ground to a jelly nearly
villa, came Monday to be the guest
and
had a host of friends in both
Se the hip and his face and bands so
Mr.Chester Porter and Miss Vic- of Mrs. Jeff Murphy.—Madisoniille
Caldwell aad Christian counties. We
Hustler
.
badly lacerated that he is scarcely toria Wiggins, of Castleberry, a popextend our heart-felt sympathy to
resecnizable and he lm otherwise in- ular North Christian couple
Miss Jennie McClelland is visiting
were
the
bereaved family.
In
Louisvi
lle and before returning
jured internally.
married Wednesday afternoon at
home will visit the World's Fair at
—Mr.
John 0. Menser, of Clardy,
three o'clock, the ceremony being St.
Louis with a party of friends.
and
Mrs.
Texas McDonald, of Macepronounced by Rev. John West.
Mrs. C. B. Petrie has as her guest donia, were united in the holy
bonds
for a few days her brother, Mr. E. of
matrimony in the public road near
Clyde Kelly, of Georgia, who is en
G. W. Davis' on July 19, Elder Daroute home from St. Louis. Miss
Our readers will remember that
Annie Mae Petrie, of Fairview, is vis officiating. Peace ssnd happiness
to the bride and groom is the best
early in the spring quite • number
also her guest.
(Special to New Era,)
wish of the "White Man."
it our best farmers living in the
JEFFERSON CITY,Mo.,July 21—
southwest part of the county con—We chronicle with regret the fact
Joseph W.Folk,the commonwealth's
'(Bided to try a cotton crop, and to attorney
that our old friend Noah Often is
for St. Louis, who has gainOM end extra preparations were
very ill from a complicattion of diaed national fame for his able and
(Special to New Era)
Wfilide by them to try the experiment
l/MKS.
fearless prosecution of the St. Louis LOUIS
VILLE, Ky., July 2I.—A
, 110 year, says the Mayfield men- boodle aldermen, was today unani—There will be a picnic July 28d at
telegram from Munfordeville, Ky.,
D. Capps' chalybeate springs. It
J.
mously chosen by the Democratic mays: Gen. Simon Bolivar Buckne
r promises to be
t•he past few days we have
one of the best of the
state convention as the party's nom- Is seriously ill from dysentery. His
season.
a camber of farmers who
inee for governor.
oondition has been critical, but the
—W.H.Thomas and family, Mr.
grope,sad they say it is
chances are now that he will recover Capps, Misses Sue Cline and Ida
easillitan sad that they beCapps and Dr. Alexander were the
stah•a good swop 4
guests of John'W. MoCarroll on last
PerIlmodhs,SOW
Imp
•
aft
Sunday.
WitiT11 MAK. •
•••

I

vourma XXXIT,NO. 41'
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OU CAN get a delightful and
cool sensation
with one of our UP-TO-DATE
RIGS sad
GOOD HORSES. Everything
nice and prompt
service. Call or telephone us.
Both telephones—
Cumberland,39; Home,1813.

c;.

CHRISTIAN THI110 111 TO BE ALLOWED MACK E
N GREAT CONVENTION
WHO SHOT AND KILLED HIS FATHER

IN AMOUNT OF TO
BACCO
RAISED IN 1003.

SUNDAY -SCHOOL

1
Increase of 3,000,
000
!A.
"A
WECIRET,"
Pounds in btate.—New
.
....
Oat rest secret yout
beauty for
es young 'Moanofor theh and
Law is Wanted.
mother is the
understanding of her

Cle sisou
well-being.
ld
sal
id

womanly sysEvery woman, young

know herself and her phys
• itai taste up. A good
way to arrive at
PIM knowledge is to get
a good doctor

WORKERS AT HENDER
SON.

Judge Fowler Cites Ext

enuating Circumsta
nces and the
Prisoner's Physical
Condition.—Amount
Has Not Been Fixed.
EverySunday-School in
State
Is Entitled to Repro.
sentation.

EXAMINING TRIAL WAS CONCLUDED
AT NOON.

•'The Ship of
Health"
that beings you
glad tidings.

Get the Habit,

Take Life Plant
And Get Well.

State Agricultural Commis
sicner
Hubert Vreeland has secu
red from
Rheumatism—catarrh
The 89th annual conv
reports made to his departmen
ention of the
t and
After hear:rig evidence and
K
and
en
tu
all blood disease* quickly and
cky Sunday-school
from the reports of county
argu- tai shot was fired.
association
aesessors ments in the
permanently cured by
Mack Hem n testi- mee
exa
ts
min
at
ing
tria
Hen
some interesting statistics
l of Mack fied that he had
derson on August 24,
regarding Hem cha
a pistol in his pock26,
rged with the murder of his
26. Fully a thousand
the tobacco crop of Ken
et when earlier in the
PLANT
delegates are
tucky for fath
eve
nin
g
er,
Ms
Jim
exp
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ected. A few Sunday
o, County Judge father
the greatest blood purifier and
1903, showing both the acr
had run him out of
-school speeage and Fow
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known to the medical
the saloon cialists alw
ler, after reviewing the
ays attend these
the number of pounds as
facts in and that he mad
diseases arise from impworld. All
nearly as the kill
state
e no effort to use it.
ure
blood.
ing and dwelling on the enor
conventions, but this will
this information can be secu
- He said he went to the
be the first Cure the blood and you cure thedla
red, and mity of
saloon to see time in its
easy That is Just what
the
cri
for the female system.
me,
life
stat
hist
ed
Plash
a:c
ory
that
omp
arison with the previous
that as many as does. Our guarante
he about getting a buc
•1 cannot es—press
year. would allo
ket of beer and seven
e is
thanks for the benefit I
w the prisoner hail in that
bare received from my
hav
e
atte
The
or.
sho
nded
Pierc
win
.
e's
g
medicine**
made is an acreage of
when he entered the
writes Mrs. Julius Wehrty,
of Cambride. DorNO CURB—NO PAY.
door his
view of young Hero's app
ebestgr
Mr. Marion I awrhue
anC
do.Od.
tha;Iatoo
arent brother motioned
pikZawsrite 1.4.
e,internationPresimi
eg 248,890, and 198,880,821 pounds in the
Then Why Suffer Lon
him to leave, but al gene
phys
ical frailty and certain ext
ger 1'
ral
I feel like thanking you
secr
crop
etary, and the recog. The crop of 1902 was 190,
enu- at that moment, his
gad Motherly letters which you wrotefor the kind
716.886 ating circum
Oollinwtiod, Onto, Sloe
father, whom he nized
..
.
sta
We
nce
lead
conn
s
Plan
er
ecte
t
com
pou
d
of
pan
nds
with
the
y,
,
an increase this year of
canton. 0.•M.ES.
Dr. Plane's Favorite Prescrip
had not seen, started
Sunday-school
Oestlemea:-1
more the case.*
towards him forces-of the
,
teloWtra=
free eforlegively woman's tonition was
that your niodlednwant
worl
e
tha
c
Is
d
on
n
the
will
8,00
him
0,000 pounds. The commis
Inaiket. It has sold more
be present patinae. At Wort It a w
with a knife, and,
largely in the
has done • Areal
fear
ing
he
and
The
ISOM third of a century
051
mat
tak
ter
tor
e
k
of
as, Will YOU seed cog
the amount was left would
a prominent part
than any other sioner intends to inaugurate
Mbar
in the four bottles, Bend
be killed, he fired. Hay
medicine for women. Do not
a move open for
Sham *05.1*,0.
den program.
the drug- before
the present and the motion
Yours truly,
pomade you to try someletcomp
the
Hem
nex
,
t
his
gene
brot
ral assembly will
ound
her, gave in similar
ANTHONY L. 0110,1_
roas not.had the tested loa
likely be argued tomorrow.
Mr. M. A. Hudson,
my' years' looking to the
Parlor M.111. Ifibuffils.
ttlemoss.
The testimony, and Fra
of Syracuse, N.
better securing of stank Graves, who Y., the
suggestiau of the counsel of
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets
Ifiansteetwraill sat, kg
aut
hor
of
tist
ics
the
the
of
decrops throughout the stat
Barton Class,
was in a rear room, said
should be
mad wita •Vaeorite
e fense that 000
he heard will take charge
cription' when- thr
would be sufficiently Jim
, tier a Wanes is requPres
of the meeting for
ough the assessing officers
ired.
Hem n call his son a vile
, whose large was
name men. Mr. Ruc
followed by the court's
tion bas a national
reporta as now made are inc
and,with a threat,start tow
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ards him. reputation as
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agricultural department
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g a glass of Sunday
The testimony introduced in
school. Every Bible
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mining trial brought to ligh
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der the present system, be pro
the heard him make no
of Jackson,
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threat and saw Miss.,
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Sunday school secr
and oorrectly answered.
der. no hostile demons
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tration. They the Bapt
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The quarrels of father and son
ist church, a young
Out of the 119 counties in the
prior said they saw no
man,
state to the
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Judge James Breathitt and
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Judge day school work,
shown that both men had bee
an interesting and
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VERY SMALL CLUE MEAT PLANTS OPEN. BAIL FOR W.
LEADS TO CAPTURE OF AN
ALLEGED MURDERESS.

A Negro Women Who Killed
Her Child Is Traced By
a Calico Dress.

(Special to New Era.)
CHIGAGO, Ill., July 18 —The
packers in this city have quietly secured crews—getting men howl a
great many sources—and today all
the big meat plants here are in operation, leaving the strikers out.
At St. Louis the packers today secured injunction to prevent striking
butchers from interfering with their
employcs who are at work.
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New York, sole agents for the United legal interest from the day of sale interest from the day of sale until
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DEAD BODY OF KENT LOOMIS IS
ME WILL BE BURIED IN SOUTH
WASHED ASHORE IN DEVONSHIRE AFRICA IF MIND WILL PERMIT.
loos
PEOPLE AND THINGS
Axlel
Grease A SENSATIONAL STORY
BOERS IN MOURNING.

In every town
and

village

may be had,
the

WAS HE THROWN FROM

MEMORIAL SERVICES ARE

STEAMER?

t

that makes your
horses glad.

Alleged He Was Killed To
emmememememisme
Nothing has ever equalledit
Nothing can ever surpass it.

Dr.Kings
Nevi Otscovery
e

For

al"

A Perfect For All Throat and
Lung Troubles.
Cure:
Mew auk if It tails. Tries Seeder Mee.

WIT rRee
tehousekeepers

-Llebig COMPANY'S
extriict of Beef

Aid American Negro To
Get a Throne.

(Cithiegrem.)
• LONDON,Jury 18.—The body of
Frederick Kent Loomis, brother of
the American assistant secretary of
state, was washed ashore today on
the coast of Devonshire.
One Mission.
Loomis left Washington, D. C.,
some time ago on a mission to Abyssinia, carrying the commercial treaty
with that country.
.At Portsmouth, England, he tripsteriou.sly disappeared.
Evidence is gathering that he was

Cook Book

telling how to prewar* deltas,*
and delicious dishes.
Weis UV* Ca.. P.0 ass V
Pia, teak

Illinois Central R.

PUT YOUR liAND
;."

Advantage
To Our Depositors.
Money deposited with us is removed
from this risks it must occur in the
course of business. Our advice is
constantly sought by executors.guardiens, etc., who desire to invest in
sound securities; and we pre always
ready to give our patrons the benefit
of our experience in this line.

A GOOD
.COOK

'Lou*

t

On one of our reports and you will
see that our methods of transacting
business always yield the greatest
peasible

BEING ARRANGED.
ding of a friend. She was telling us
about it.
"'You'd oughter bin dar, Miss
Hallie,' she said. It wuz the lubliest weddin,' Howahs, and bridesmaids all dressed up in white, and
de bes' man looking fine as fiddle,
and de church all full ob peepul a London Papers Speak Genwaitin,' and de bride in her o'ange erously of Oom Paul's Rewreath—'
markable Career.
"'But, Georgian& Missouri,' I interrupted,'what about the bridegroom? You haven't said a word
(Cablegram.) .n
-e
about him.'
PRETORIA, Transisal Ally 15 —
"Georgian& Missouri rolled her
Gen. Louis Botha, the former chief
eyes until they looked 'pretty much
of the Boer forces, received a cableall whites.
gram; announcing Mr. Kruger's
" 'Law, Miss Hallie,' said she;
death. The announcement called
'would yer b'lieve it, dat black nigfoith general expressions of regret,
ger, he nebber showed up a-tall.'"
especially because the ex-president
died among foreigners. The flags on
TIME TAKEN.
all the government building are at
UPEATING.
half-mast.
Judge Hanbery, who is a good . Mose Eib says that he attended
Mr. Kruger will be buried beside
mimic, told a friend today that he every session of the St. Louis conformer presidents of the Transvaal.
With a good cook book
had a Joke on Southall.
vention, but he wasn't sure that
guide will make good
ddoepes
Palsy' am:eft
Webb Bell took it all in.
if she uses
WANTED ALL
"You see," said Mose,"Webb took
PERFECT1101t4
THERE WAS.
a room at one of - the best hotels it
Collier's Weekly
Br!
.4)lie a good story the city and then went to Inquire
The very bestcooks all kiwi";
about old Pete
wning, at one about meals.
this aisd they insist
time &member of Lb° Hopkinsville "'What are the eatin' hours in
having PERFECTION,
this
baseball club and in his prime& pop- here house?' he said to the clerk.
nothing else will do. If y
knew it as we do, from lbw,
ular player in Louisville. When be "'Breakfast,' the clerk
answered,
ginning to end, you
was lea\dlug the league in battles 'horn 7 to 11; lunch, 11 to 8;
dinner,
do the same. You may
his adinirers there bought a hand- 8 to 8; supper,8 to DM
mistakes sometimes but
some art
w toll for him. A committee "'Jerusalem,' said Webb,
will be as near right as y
'when
went
und to his house, and the am I goin' to get time to go to
can get to be if you order
the
1
PERFECTION and tall
spokesMan made a speech and hand- convention?'"
nothing else.
ed hr lie timepiece.
DO IT NOW.
Br wn ng listeded attentively, HER GUESS
though h was deaf as an adder, and
WAS WRONG.
did not u derstand a word that was • At an entertainment the other
said. W en the watch was crffered night, a young man came in and
to him he took it in his hand, turned 'made hi way to the hostess, greetit over, a d looked at it intently, and ing her and apologising for his lateBEST OF TRAIN SERVICE.
With Dinning,Buffet-Library,Sleepthen ask :
ness. "Awfully glad to see you, Mr.
ing and Reclining Chair Cars on
"Wher is the chain?"
Blank," said the hostess. "So god
through trains direct to the
of you to come. But where is your
BRILECiJROOM
brother?" "I am commissioned to
WAS MISSING.
tender his regrets. You see, we are
Hallie Ermine Rives is telling this so busy just now that it was impossicharacteristic darkey story.
ble for both of us to get away, so we
"Georgians, Missouri, the dusky tossed no to see which should come.'
unless his will has provided othermaid who waves the peacock fly- "How nice. Such an original idea.
wise. Memorial services will be held
brush at meal times in our dining And you won?" "No," said the
July 17 in all the Dutch churches.
room, had just come from the wed- young man absently,"I lost."
Gen. Botha has ordered that all the
WHO WAS IT,
MR.SHERLOCK HOLMES?
It sonticied like a woman's voice
and 44druey Herman Southall
answered the question over the new
telephone with obsequious politeness.
"Is that Mr. Southall?"
"It is, madam."
"I have something of a private and
personal nature to say to you, but I
am afra d I might be overheard."
"This 'pLone, madam, is secret. I
bate tbs positive assurance of President CoOper to that effect."
"Y'm are sure there is no danger
of anybody eavesdropping?'
"None, at all, madam," said Mr.
Southall. "None at all. Say what
you please."
"Well, then, go to the d-1," giggled the voice,and Herman savagely
rung off.

FRANCIS B. LOOMIS.'
First Assistant Secretary of State
and Brother of Kent Loomis.

thrown overboard because he was
one of the obstacles between an
American negro and the throne of
Abyssinia. The stories that he fell in
love with a New York girl while
aboard the steamer and followed her
when she landed and that he was
Boers shall wear mourning until
drunk and fell overboard have both he intended to become king of Abysafter the funeral, which, it is expectbeen exploded,and the hundreds of sinia.
ed, will be attended by representadetectives at work on the ease now
Remarkable Career.
tives of every district is the Transme the outline of a gigantic plot.
Ellis was born at Victoria,Tex., in
vaal.
MI His parents were slaves. He
To Capture a Crown.
British Comment.
had only a scant education, butearly
The drat step toward carrying out
in life showed remarkable business TO THE MEMORY OF COL. LONDON,July 15.—The announceTickets account of the fair, with,.
this plot, they say, involved Loomis' traits. He entered politics and bement of Mr. Kruger's death was the
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28 Army Generals Send Letters flnärsemenfTo .
YUMP1ITED YOUNG FIRMER IS INSTANTLY
The Inventor of the Great Catarrh Remedy, Pe-ru-na.
KILLED BY LIGHTNING STROKE.

NOTHING IS LACKODO AT
WORLD'S FAIR.
•

•

Had Taken Refuge From Storm In Woods—His
Brother
Was Shocked and Remained Unconscious
/VW LIvlng RateeatSt.tow Is
For Several Hours.
As R•markably.
L

•
During a heavy thunder, rain and

Ihigadier-eeneral King of Confederate
Army,
Writes: "I unhesitatingly state that I
am convinced Femme is a medicine that
will effect all the cures that is claimed
for its use."—J. Floyd King, Washington, D.C.

General Smalls,Beanfert. S. C.,
Writes: "I have used Peruna for caand did not revive for several
hours. tarrhal trouble and find it
beneficial
The men were at work in the field, and to be all that it promises,
and freely
give
it
my unqualified- recommendsbut when the storm Came up took retion."—Robert Smalls.
fuge in the woods nearby.
The dead man was about twenty- General Abbott, ef Washington, D. C.,
four years of age and was well Writes: "I am fully convinced that
your remedy Peruna is an excellent
known and highly respected.
tonic. Many of my friends have used it
The corn crop in the section vielt- with the most beneficial results for
ed by the storm was badly damaged coughs,colds and caterrhal trouble."—
Ira C. Abbott, 906 M. St., N. W., Washby being blown down by the wind.
ington, 1).%C.

General Butler of South Carolin

a.

General Sidolow Corot

Writes: "I can recommend Penns for
Geri. J. G. Bigelo
dyspepsia and siornach trouble. I have Washington, D.C., w, 151 G.St,N. W.,
writes::
been using yout medicine for a short "Forums has made
me well and it has
period and I feel very much relieved given me more than
.
ordinary steestath
It is indeed a yeenderful medicin
e be- and spirit for work."
sidee a good tonic."—M. C. Butler.

Brigadier-General Kirby
Writes: "I can recommend Perna&
to
all those who are afflicted with catarrh
."
—General D. T. Kirby, Washington,

ges.,011oirns of Washington,B.C.,

Writes:""As many of my friends sad
acquaintanoes have suomiatally mad
your Peruna am a catarrh mire, I fob)

„

wind storm which passed over east
• 4.
that it it an effective restudy,and I mew,' miephineville people, rettirning
D.C.
Christian Tuesday afternoon, Ewell
on mend it as inch to these intMeriog
Dist eLa World's Fair, are entlausifrom that Manage as a most hopeful..
Gen. Pewee, Heckel- Post No.443,
Minor, a young farmer living oe;.,.110M beer the greatness of the exposi
Writes: "After using one bottle of Pe- source of relief."—James B.. O'Steen*,
tween Fairview and Pembroke, was
runs I became convinced of its curativ 290 Broadway, Waahington, D.C.
, 1
iled and they insist that reports* are
e
qualities, and continued its use to
date. General Chase, Mint Gai. Got% G. G. giv • •
that say the fair is incomplete. struck by lightning and instantly
All symptoms of eatarrh have
disap- Writes: "The exoellenee of Parana as
,
Shout exception,the main exhibit killed.
peared, yet I continue its moderate use • care or relief for
catarrhal distarriti.
•
as
a
prevent
ive,
and
,•
an
old man's tonic." &need is dell established. Many of mg
His brother, who was with him,
were finished before the day
—W.H.Powell, Belleville, Ill.
friends have been benefited by its ase.g.
2."
Mimaing, April 80. and since then was shocked into unconsciousness
—B. It. Chase, 28 Harrison Bt., Aar 4,
Mate and foreign building and
coatis, D.C.
Captain Yarnell, of Washington, D. C.,
structures that. wU not
General S. S. Yoder pfShin
Writes: "Your medicine,Peruna,I beWrites: "I have Mead Perms tuba*
at that time has been Sow-.
lieve to be the best medicine for catarrh
Campbell-Lewis.
wonderful remedy. I only used it for a
pleted, with the single exeeption of
on the market. I have taken only a
s
short time and am thoroughly satisfied
Mall amount, and can see very benefi,111110 small building for Whleh the
as
to
its
merits.
"—S.
From Wednesday's Daily•
a.
Yoder,
Washcial results."—W. G. Yarnell, 21322 Linington, D. C.
D was let only three weeks Mrs. Fannie H. Chastain
Dr. George N. Campbell and M168 coln street, N. E., Washington, D. C.
General Creonnor of U. V. Legions,
The House of Boo ,Hoe,
Passes Away.
General McBride *1 V. S. A.,
Phoebe Lewis were joined in matriWrites: "If you are suffering from ea.
Was destroyed by fire a few
tarrh or physical debility, immediately
mony at noon today in Philadelphls. Writes: "I have no hesitation in recafter the opening, has be
ommending Peruna to all persons who
commence the use of Perim& It beg
(From Saturday's Daily)
This announcement will be received are afflicte
d
with
catarrh
been of the greatest benefit and service
al troubles."—
and will be reopened in a few • Mrs. Fannie H. Chasta
in, the ven- with pleasurable surprise by Hop- J. D. McBride, 460 Pennsylvania Ave.,
to many of my friends."--Deende
erable mother of Mr. John B. Gal- kinsville society
N. W., Washington, D. C.
O'Connor, 788 Send Bt., N. W., Washand Dr. Campbell's
ington,D.C.
breath and widow of the late Joseph many friends In
see
General Longstreet of the Confederate
this community.
Gee. Wright of the Coafodsrata Array;
F. Chastain, died sh3rtly before noon
Army,
The bride is a lovely and accom
Writes: "I take pleasure in recomWr. Iralrlolgh Sleeted.
Writes: "lean testify to the merits of
today at the residence of Mr. E. M. plished young lady
of Philadelphia,
mending Peruna. It is a remarkable
Peruna, both as a tonic and a catarrh
Killer where she boarded. She had and tbe fortunate
medicine and should be used by Person*
groom is a popular remedy. Peruna enjoys the greates
Mr. Thomas B. Fairleigh has been
t
Gen. Sebring of the Coofederate
been ill only a short time. Flux was gentleman .of fine
Army, who are in need of a good tonic and
intelligence and reputation as a catarrh remedy of any Writes: "I
*leaked a member of the board of di.
can cheerfully recommend by sufferers from catarrh."—Marous
medicin
e
yet
the
cause
devise
of
death.
d."—Ja
Mrs.
mes
Chasta
Longin
broad.e
restore of the Bank of HopkIneville.
ulture. Dr. and Mrs. Campyour valuable remedy Peruna
as a very Wright,1794 Oorooran Bt., Washington,
street, Gainesville, Oa.
was In the 79th year of her age and bell will spend
excellent tonic,and also good for coughs, D.C.
their honey moon
colds, catarrh, and general
General Noske of 0. V. U.,
was a native of Hopkinsville, and the atlantic
debility."—
Gen Hawley of Washington IL C.,
coast, and will melt,
Writes: "I commend Peruna to those W.H.Sebring, 133W.4th St., Jackson- Writes: "I have used Peruna
was a member of the pioneer Phaup their home
and find
ville,
in Philadelphia.
Fla.
who are troubled with colds producing
it very beneficial for kidney trouble and
family. She is survived by tWo
catarrh as a most efficacious cure and as General llninalt el Washington,
especia
lly
good
for
coughs
, colds and
D. C..
Missionary Meeting.
a good general tonic."—Chas. F. Noske, Writes: "I can cheerfully recommend catarrhal troubles.”—A.F. Hawley. B W Bowles Farm. sons, Councilman Galbreath, of this
your
.1l3
Is.
remedy
St.,
N.
W.,
Washin
as
a
gton,
city,
permien
D.C.
and
ent
Mr. Duncan Galbreath, of
and effec- Des Urea of Spanish War Veterans,
Imerly Owned and Known as the
tive cure for catarrh, colds and
., W. W. Ware Parte, Lying Near
to any Writes: "Many of my friends liave
General Erwin's Recommend.
The Fourth Circle of BiAto-1 AssoObion, Tenn., children of her first
one who needs an invigorating tonic to
Oracey, Christian Co., Ky.
"Many of my friends have used Pelined Peruna with beneficial results as
ciation will meet with Sinking Fork
Marria
build
ge.
Mrs.
up
Chasta
their
in
was
system
a
wo."—L. L. Lumax, an effective remedy for
Executor's sale of land. A rare
runs as a dy,,pepsia remedy with the
catarrh."—Me
1603 19th St., Washington, D.C.
pportunity to purchase productive man of splendid character and was Baptist church July 80, 1904, 10 a. m. most beneficial results
Emmet Urell,813 12th St., N. W.,Wasbe
." — John B.
lug land. Farm to be sold in
Gen.
Payne
Erwin,
ink
ef
Washin
ton.
C.
D.
Report
gton,
1.
Washin
D.C.
of
belove
gton,
genera
D. C.,
d by all who knew her. She
l association as
Small testate and as•whole.
Writes: "I join with my comrades in
Other Army Generals who praise PI.
Brit-General Schell Benefited.
was a consistent Christian and a pertaining to Missions, by Rev. F., 1recommending Peruna to my friends as runs are:
"Peruna is indeed a wonderful tonic, an invigor
mund Harrison.
Tile undersigned executor of B W. member of the Christi
ating tonic to build up the
an church of
Brigadier-Oeneral Cook of Wash.
Bowles will, by virtue of the auth2. Past succeeees and prospective and for coughs and colds I know of system."—Gen. Eugene B. Payne, 407 Ington, D. C.
ority invested in it under the provi- this city. The interment will take
n,,thing better."—F. H. Schell, Wash- 4th St.,
GeneralSypber of WashingtOtt, D. Ca
N. W., Washington, D.C.
sions of the will of the late B. W. place Sunda
y afternoon at 8:30 future of foreign missions—Rev. C. :le:ton, D.C.
Oeneral Middleton, Hancock- Rog&
Bowles,on county court day, MoeGenera
l
TaNey
of
Po.,
Vet
U.
S. A.,
meat, U. V. U., Washingtots, D. C.
General Duffield of the Union Army, Writes: "Your
day, Sept.6, 1904, at the court house o'clock from Mr. Miller's residence. H. Nash.
Pernas has been used
If you do not derive prompt and sags3, Japan as a mission field.—Rev. •Ni.:tes: "I have used Peruna in my by me and my friends
• 4100r in Hopkinsville, Ky.,'between, and the remains will be laid to rest
as
a
rellef
for ca- factory results from the use of Perim*,
the hoar,01 11 a in and 2 p in,, over In Hopewell cemetery.
A!:.ily and have found it a valuable tarrhal troubles
B.
F.
Hyde.
with
the
most
beneficial write at once to Dr. Hartman,giving
at public auction and sell to the high:kedicine, and take pleasure in recom- results. lam so
a
convinced of the efficacy full statement of your case
est and best bidder the B W.Bowles
4. Importance of a Itiunday.scheol, :ending it to all who
and he will
suffer from ca- of Peruna that I do not hesitate
CoeSett— Ruddell.
farm, known as tbe W. W. Were
to
give
be
pleased
to
and how to make it a success.—Rev.
give
you
his
rrb
valuabl
the
stomac
e
adh or who require a it my recommendation."—W
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m. Cooper vice gratis.
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Choice Iffiling Wheat Wanted

IMPORTANT RULING

We are today paying 95 cts. per bushel dc=
livered on track Louisville, for No. 2 Soft Rds •
Winter Wheat, and aim at all times to pay the
top market price.

COMMUNICATE WITH US BEFORE SELLING.

Ballard & Ballard Co.

July 20, 1904.
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Career of the Densoeratic
Vice Presidential Candidate—He Was Born on
a Farm and Was the First
Railroad Brakeman In
America — A Man of
Mrnlon4 ..5. .se. As, J.

• Car r of the Democratic
Can4idate Por President.
Born on a Farm and a FarmerJudge Still—A Good Tenor
Singer an d, a Wise and
Learned Judge — His Early
Struggles Jo Jr. JO. •

ENRY GASSAWAY DAVIS, the ever, his practical skill, courage and
eighty-11m year, is as apty as a man
Democratic vice presidential energy overcame all difficulties.
of sixty, and a good deal sprier than
nominee, is a man with more
Piedmont was the center of the Cum- many. He was-a delegate to
the recent'
than an ordinary business and berland bituminous coal region. The
national convention and s member at
political career. In West Virginia and present great coal fields of that part of the
committee on resolutions. Re was
nearby states he long has been regard- the country were then undeveloped, chosen
as a member of the subcciatinited as a financial giant, and his politi- and Davis perceived that that section tee
that had charge of the platform,
cal life has been characterised by, con- was one of immense industrial prom- and he
stayed up all night during the •
servatism and sagacity.
lee. The firm of Davis & Bros. en- deliberations of that
committee at the
His notnination at St. Louis confers gaged in the shipping of coal and Southern hotel.
When he went to the
upon him the peculiar distinction of lumber for the producers, and its busi- Jefferson hotel
at noon the next day
being the oldest candidate ever select- ness grew rapidly.
lie did not appear fatigued, and be
told
ed for the office, Mr. Davis having
In 1860 Henry G. Davis organised his friends he could stand
brown eyes eparkle with the glow of so heartily that strangers
another
been born in Woodstock. Md., on Nov, the Piedmont Savings bank and be- twenty-four hours
In the MO- ant Governor Hill the uncomplet
of it as well as not
ed
health.
. /rogation are apt to turn their beads. ierm of office he was
16, 1823. His father was Caleb Da- came its president This bank was sup- He favored
the. insertion of a gold
obliged to surHis. hair, which is thin on the top Nor does he forget to have his dovie. a successful Baltimore merchant, planted by the National Bank of Pied- plank in
render to become president.
the •platform. When his
and sprinkled with gray on the sides, mestic servants who are Roman
CathGovernor 11111 was nominated in the who died a few years after the son's mont, of which Mr. Davis Is also the name was being considered by the am
is of,an unusual but attractive shade olics driven to their own church
regu- fall. The Demoeratic party was worn birth, and his mother was a Miss Lou- guiding spirit. He and his brothers, Oonal convention there was
some quesi
I oi red, characteristic of other members larly.
out with the efforts it had made in ise Brown, whose sister was the moth- whose possessions were originally in- tion as to whether be supported Bryan
'
the Parker family.
The "judge is a vestryman In the the preceding year,
of
'et
Senator
significant
have
Gorman
,
of
since
been
able
Maryland.
to
In 1896 and 1900. Chairman Jones of
its money was exHis mustache, which is usually worn Kingston church, and, although
Like Judge Parker, Mr. Davis spent count their capital by millions, while the Democratic
a man hausted, and its stock of patience was
national committee put
dose trimmed, I.
shade darker than of very modes
his early days on a farm. He received their landed estate at one time appro4 rft at rest by saying
little Teens, he Is prob- growing
that in 1896 Sena'his hair.
ably the .w
his
eaucation
mated
lest man in the con100,000
in
acres.
a
411Iage school and
Hill was urged to select this or that
tor Davis presided at a Bryan meeting
Like President Roosevelt, be is an gregation. Be Is the practical pillar
at
the
age
of
twenty
Before the 'War Mr. Davis was f. Iii Nett Virginia and voted for Bryan..
entered the emman to take charge of his interests in
At that time Senator Davis was em•'
the conduct of the campaign. He, too, ploy of the Baltimore and Ohio rail- Whig, while after its close he allied
road
as
a
brakeman. This was the himself with the conservative wing of gaged in building a railroad
had come to know l'arker very well,
and bed,.
first
railroad built in America, and Mr. the Democratic Party.
large obligation at a bank which be'
and he had a clear conviction of his
He made his entry into politics in desired to renew. When tie went to
superior fitness for the difficult posi- Davis has the distinction of having
tion to be occupied. He sent to King- been the first brakeman on any ran- 1865, when be was elected to the West the bask the president said:
"I understand you presided at a
ston for Parker, who not only oierBryan meeting last night."
caNne the apathy of his party and die- '
.
"Yes," said Davis. "What of it?'
regarded the disadvantage of an
"Well,"
said
empty cash box, but overcame all the
the bank president.
"don't you know that the theories of
advantages supposed to be enjoyed
Bryan
are opposed to all the financial
by the Republicans and,saw his candiInstitutions in this country? I do not
date victorious by 11.000 plurality In
see bow you can come to this bank or
the state in which Cleveland had with
any other for fnvors, holding the views
difficulty secured about 1.200 the year
that you do."
before.
"Do you mean to say," asked Davis,
During the campaign Supreme Carat
"that the fact that I remain loyal to
Justice Theodore R. Westbrook died.
the Democratic party makes any dit.
Governor Hill was urged to till the va.
ference with my credit?"
cancy at once. "After the election."
"Not at all," said the bank presiwas his answer to all pressure. When
dent "But we are not Inclined to do
the election was over he announced the
any favors for such people."
appointment of Alton B. Parker to the
"This is no favor to me," said Davis.
judgeship.
"I iini simply carrying this obligation
In June, 1889, was created the second
as a business trov =action, and if you .
division of the court of appeals to acdon't want to renew It I'll pay it now
celerate the work of the highest court.
and withdraw in Patronage from the
Judge Parker was designated by Govbank."
ernor Hill to sit with this new court
The bank president grew alarmed at
He was only thirty-seven years of age,
this, because Senator Davis is heavily
the youngest of all judges of the court
interested in financial operations in
of appeals. He sat In this court until
West Virginia, 4nd he begged Davis to
1893, when: upon Its dissolution. he
reconsider. Davis would not reconwas appointed by Governor Flower,
'alder. He paid the obligation in cash
urged thereto by many judges, to be a
that afternoon and cut that bank oft
member of the general term of the ;
his list of business connections.
supreive court of the First district.
Senator Davis is many times a milHere he remained until the creation of
lionaire. He has been an enthusiastic
the appellate division of the supreme
Gorman man ever since the canvass
court, when he resumed the trial terms
ILADGE PARKER AND. ROSSMONT,
for the Democratic nominee in 1904
in his own district. In 1897 he was
began. At one time he said be would
nominated to be chief Justice of the
spend a million dollars to secure the
court
appeals
of
and
was
elected
by
of
a
doors"
man.
He keeps his mug- of the church and takes an active In\
nomination of -Gorman, and it was no ,e---'-plurality of 00,880.
bard and his mind clear and keen terest in its charities. its cooking
and
mere idle boast, because he had the /
That not every one, however, re:
Ouch exercise In the open air, horse- sewing and dancing schools,
Its Phys- gards Judge Parker as a Delphic
!Dopey and would spend it.
Lack riding, driving and walking and ical culture class and
oracle
its basket ball is shown by
Personally, Sena\
v1 Davis is an aior
the following anecdote:
farm work.
gnaws for boys. He is also a conrstrip, genial man, d ocratic A very able New York attorney who
He is alert and energetic in his ap- tributor to the funds of the
road
the
in
United
States.
He
was Virginia house of delegates. He was est. He does not loo Ills y,'E.
local or- was quite deaf and very
:
!pearance, movements and speech. His phan asylum and
sensitive boon advanced
to the position of con- a delegate from West Virginia to the the casual observer he ,•••
is one of the man- was
arguing a mac before the New
' simmer In association vett/a friends hi agers of the
ductor and was then the only railroad Democratic national conventions of to be not more
Kingston City hospital.
than &York court of appeals. He dwelt at
•kliftable and kindly and without the self
conductor in the country. An amus- 1868 and 1872, while in 1867 he was more than six
Ills neighborly usefulness is to be
feet.
;Ilieertiveneas of the Judge.
seen on all sides. He is even the
ing story Illustrative of the grip of ear- elected to the legislature of his state straight as In
the da4
' His conversational habit Is to be dl- freight agent of
associatio
ly
ns on a retentive nature as a Union Democrat, being re-elected His shoulders are 'ninny
a steamboat company,
- feet and frank and scrupulously care- so
used to be told of him in Washington. two years later. In 1871 he was made muscled. He has a spri
that the little private dock on his
heel and
:ftti in his choice of expressions. Usu- farm
It is said that well toward morning of United States senator to succeed W. T. toe walk. There Is not
may be used for the convenience
le slightest
.Silty when his opinion is asked on any
a wearisome all night session of the Wiley, Republican, he being the first evidence of any loss of
of the community.
mental or bodi'ipliblect his reply is Instantly ready.
senate Senator Davis was asleep, his Democratic member of that body from ly vigor.
lie Is a confirmed magazine reader.
•., Judge Parker Is one of the best ex- He seldom
head resting upon his desk. Senator the then young state of West Virginia.
reads poetry, but is fond of
HiN face features are regular and
, temples of a self made man Si the good novels.
Edmunds had provoked Judge Thur- At the expiration of his term he was bold. His nose is aquiline.
Mrs. Parker is always on
His eyes
, 'United States today. Born poor, he
man to a speech, and by introduction re-elected. After serving twelve years are gray and sharply penetratin
the alert for a new story for her hardg, but
s
has built up a small fortune that ant- working
the Judge unfurled his red bandanna in the senate he declined further po- withal kindly in expression
husband. But his natural
and set
4
provides for his needs, and above
and blew a blast of more than usual litical honors, preferring to devote his whit' apart. His face
taste Is for Dickens. Thackeray and
is not deeply
,
tbat be appears to have no further am- Scott.
power. Mr. Davis may have been entire time to his rapidly Increasing furrowed, though fine wr:nkles
He delights in the vigorous out
appear
.1
,littion in a monetary way. His three of
dreaming of his old railroad days. At business affairs.
door atmosphere of "The Scottish
shoat the ryes. His beard of snowy
farms, one at Cortland, another at At'- Chiefs."
any
rate,
he
sprang to his feet in a
N.
Jefferson is his favorite poEarly in his public career he assumed
eard and the third at Esopus. complete litical
half dazed condition and, catching, an unequivocal position on financial
writer. Any book or raticle on
, :lit, Ms land possessions, and In all his nerricnItur
sight of the red flag—the old signal of questions, from which be has never dee or catti? breeding Is sure
"wealth Is estimated at not more than I,
danger—and seeming to imagine that parted. Almost at the beginning
merest him.
of
I
• $110,000.
he had heard a shriek of alarm from Ids legislative service be was confrontbe has spent a morning workfte"Saving and good judgment have ingAfter
the open throttle of a locomotive call- ed with the issue of the responsibility
on his Judicial opinions—hours of
. brought to him what he has and not
ing for "Down brakes!" seized his of West Virginia for a portion of the
graveconcentratiou. when uo one is
any etroke of good fortune.
desk and with the brakeman's quick debt of the Old Dominion. Despite the
pernii.ted to Interr;:pt his quiet—and
Rosemont. the Judge's house at when
twist wrenched it from the floor.
advice of friends who considered mohe is waiting for lunch his mec;Esopus. is a modest but comfortable
It was while serving as a conductor mentary popularity rather than justice,
retary. Arthur Mc'.1ausland, will sit
en structure, standing on the
that Mr. Davis met and formed the be took a bold stand In favor of his
at the piano whiic the judge In a
e foundatious of a Dutch house of
acquaintance of Henry Clay, who was state's meeting her Just proportion of
swret tenor voice i,,:ngs old fashioned
nial ttmea. It is met on the side of
a passenger upon Mr. Davis' train the debt of the mother state, when that
ballads or by LIMN. "I Feel Just as
;a bill -among shade trees and fronts Voting
while going from his Kentucky home equitable proportion could be asceras I Used to Be," "Only an
/ the river. It Is the abode of hospital- Armor Bearer,"
to the capital and returning. Clay tained. By reason of his determination
"11:Id
the
Fort,"
awl
'It; and refinement, the typical home Si) on.
would board the train In Baltimore and he made a profound impression upon
'of an American gentleman. The pie"
Judge Parker was leen May 14, 1S5a JUDGE PARKElt AND HIS GItANJiMON AT leave it at its western terminus and all his associates.
alMatIONT
make the journey over the mountains
at Cortland. N. Y.. and was the eon o:
Until recently Mr. Davis was presia farmer. Two led.ne.red years ago his length upon a fundamental law princi- into Kentucky In the old fashioned dent of the West Virginia, Central and
ancestors had come from England and ple. Finally Judge Parker interrupted. stagecoach. Mr. Davis got Ills end Pittsburg railroad, which he projected,
setth-d in New England. From genera• "It would seem, Brother
and also of the Piedmont and Cumberthat
tica to generation they were of the you Infer that this court is not well
land railroad. He was one of the delehardy farmer! class, and they drew their versed in this elementary law point."
gates to the pan-American congress
love or country from the soil to which
Now, the attorney didn't catch what
and was a member of the United States
Henry 0. Davis la eighty years

i

LTON BROO
ticlE
ci: PAR
teKrEor
R, the crops, the cattie, saw, pigs, chickens, In 1877,
when he was twenty-Ave, the
turkeys or ducks. Whether in the Democrat
s of Ulster county nominated
Went. is atty-two
peach or apple orchard, in the cow bizu for
surrogate o' the county. He
•
peers older than Th
Woes- pasture, barn or ray, he is the master was
elected for a ail year term and in
'
reit and nearly ten years older than of- all in
knowledge as well as in 1883 was re-elected.
was ids rival when he *seamed .the energy. Re
will ply his pitchfork or
In 1884 he was a delegate to the
presidential authority.
put his shoulder under a heavy load
convention at Chicago that nominated
He is jest a little under six feet in with the
beet of them, and It is a good Grover Cleveland
for president, and be
height
man who can keep up with him. He helped
to pull the candidate through
Hs airlifted shouldered, deep chested drives his family to the
•
church of his In the hotly contested campaign
of
and weighs 196 pounds.
son-in-law, Rev. Charles Mercer Hall, that year.
Cleveland
was
elected, and
1 , Hie cheeks are ruddy, and his hazel at Kingiton,
every Sboday and sings In January he turned over to
Lieuten-

,..0.1E:id.

Irs

i

they

had

been

transplanted. Juilgk. was said. hut he made it a rule to

Parker's great-grandfather was a mol- agree always with what the court
said;

dier In the ranks of Washington's so, smiling and bowing, he said:
arn.y.
-Precisely, your honor; precisely. You
As early as he could do so young have stated the proltosItion correctly.
"
Parker

attended

school at Cortland
academy and later got out of the Cortlaud Normal school all the equipment
for life that it could give him. His
parents were not able to send him to
college or even to take care of him
while be was trying to find a foothold.

W.ALTOS 3. PASEIMIL

At sixteen he became a country schoolteacher.
Reluctantly be was obliged to give
up the hope of a college training for
his profession and to think of the old
fashioned approach to the bar through
the Ake of a preceptor. Having sur-

The court laugheid. Judge Parker
smiled.' and the lawyer continued his
argument.
Noticonspicuous in the public eye
has been Mrs. Mary D Parker, the
wife of Judge Parker. This is because
she has led an unusually quiet life.
Mrs. Parker was born at Accord, in
the township of Rochester, In Ulster
county, and is a daughter of the late
Moses I. Schoonmaker. Her early life
was passed upon the farm upon which
she was born. Her girlhood was passed at Accord, and was much the same
as that of most American girls reared
In the country. She continued to reside at Accord until her marriage to
Judge Parker.
Since then Mrs. Parker has spent her
time betweenAlbany and Esopus, with

Left an orphan at an early ag._,
began his career as superintendent
of a plantation.
Became brakeman on the Baltimore and Ohio at twenty and
later was promoted to conductor.
At thirty he was supervisor of
trains.
Invested In coal lands and laid
foundation of immense fortune.
Founded the West Virginia towns
of Davis and Elkins.
Was a Unionist during the war.
Elected to lower branch of West
Virginia legislature as Union-Conservative 186i; and to the senate two
years later.
Elected United States senator in
1571 and served until ISM
Has been delegate to ate national
conventions,

the books, the furniture, the rendered one cherished ambition, but
este for polities from Henry Clay in
ball and glowing fireplace, the not his dawn profession, he was
his conversations with that great
adlibrary and the dining room, mitted to the Mice of Schoonma
statesman during these trips over the
ker
MI lobs mahogany table, all show & Ilardenbergh of Kingston as a stuBaltimore and Ohio, and he cast his
of intelligent tastes that dent of law. Working his way, he
Bret ballot for Clay for president.
net developed in one generation. was at last enabled to enter the law
Later lie became station agent at
Jellgat Parker walks among his sqhoell at Albany, gravitatin
g between frequent visits to Kingston, the home Piedmont. Having served with the
railroad company for fourteen years,
top boats and Fos jacket, lbe the soca of his preceptors at
King- of her daughter, Bertha Parker Hall,
of strength and virility. ston and the law school, according to
he turned his attenv.In to commercial
wife of the rector of the Mission
through thet sorghum and season and necessity. In IBM be was
prousrsvieuitei
Arm of
Chinch of the Holy Cross.
it.
bog% Made greduated. and soon after the idgn of The Schoonma
ken, him whom sMi
Meet Min. Parker 4 laws was hens Got at
• Socially be saw'.
erft. erll
I. descended, rn wow the arts
badtataat ,at
sr Oat Khootsa.
called
*sabre of Now Xs& AlatIa01.011
hPaithi
lam his
ANOMINIMINI 4addlail
,d4ttee italelere mega
itatiedipia
o, ho'w'.
SPahapaisiot,
MI Wegt14 4

intercontinental railway commission.
Today he Is known as one of West Virginia's "Big Four," and had the boom
of Senator Gorman materialized lie was
to have managed it.
In 1853 be married Miss Kate A.
Bantz, a daughter of Judge Gideon
Rentz of Frederick, Md. He has two
sons, John T. Davis and Henry G. Da-

11118. wrgr.BEtt B. ELKINS.

whltenesa Is a feature that does more
to denote advanced age than
any

other.
The whole beating of the man denotes an alert, vigorous interest in life
vis, Jr., and three daughters, Mrs. Ste- and the matters
that appeal to him for
phut' B. Elkins, Mrs. R. M. G. Browu, action.
wife of Lieutenant Commander Brown.
His daughter, Mrs. Stephen B.
U. R. N., and Mrs. Arthur IA*. Mr. Elkins, is one
of Washington's noted
Davis' wife died two years ago. He entertainers,
and her gracious womanhas a beautiful villa at Deer l'ark, Md., liness has
won her many friends.
where he passes the summer months,
Ex-Senator Davis is but one of many
but his houve as a voter is at Elatall, vigorous
old men who are still active
W. Va., where his residence adjoins in public
life. Here is a Hat of some
that of United States Senator Stephen of the
promineat old men who are still
B. Elkins, his son-In-law. The people active
and hale like Mr. Davis:
of Elkins are very fond of ex-Senator
Ex-Speaker Galosh& Grow of PennDavis, who has done very much for sylvania,
BO; ex-Vice Pireskient Levi P.
that town. He built the Davis Memo- Morton,
SO; Senator John T. Horgan of
rial hospital at a cost of nearly ;100,Alabama, 80;'Senator George P. gear
000 in memory of his son, who was of
Massachusetts, 77;

drowned while cruising on the, African
coast. With Senator Elkins he has
founded the Dwris and Elkins college,
a Preirbyterhui institution at Elkhui
that soon Will be dedicated. He was
also Instrumental in the erectiosifof the
Davis Haniecial Presbyterian 'church
Illtwilseator Davie, a.

is,

sk-Floortitoll
Boutwell, SO; Senator Edmond W. Pettus of Alabama, 3:1; Senator William P.
Frye of Maine, 72.
Russell gage, capitaMst, at the age of
eighty-seven is still' active In Wall
'street, and Chailee Baynes Haswell
weeks every day as civil, IMO* a.*
hisilkudesi 'legatees, to New toe,*
though bo is I. bbs alaatpidittli yiss.' .
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rho Halo of Motliorlsoml.

The halo of motherhood is
is divin
, we all
revere it, and we all appreciate whate athiag
cost it has
helm wen, Apprehension,tears, worryat
,
and
actua
l
see
make up its cost, and yet all this might
be vastly lessen
by the simple agency of
a liniment dedicated to the easing of
parturition and its accompanying

Beeeived et the postotno. in Hopk
inson's
a.seeoad-Oaes melt matter

Friday. July g2, 1904
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COURT DIRECTORY.
essiourr youst—First Monday in June
and *north Monday in Pebniary and dep.
ember.
QUARmLT Ootrav—Recotid Mondays
In January, April. July and October.
PlattaL Oonav—Tird Trimiday in April
end October.
Doerr: Oomm--Pirst Monday in every
siieuth.
'Wes

ufferinIt is applied externally,
and thesresultsgfollowing its use are
nothing short of marvelous. "A
friend in need is a friend indeed,"
that's what Mother's Friend is.
Sold at all drug stores for
$1.00 per bottle. Send for
our book, "Motherhood,"
tree if you ask.
BRADFIELD REIRILATOR 00
'ATLANTA. AL
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HIDDEN DISEASE

You may have had Liver
Kidney troubles of a most serioor
us
nature for years arid know
nothUlif
of it. Study your symptoma
a headache isn't lust a heada —
. —look for the cause. Same che
way
with oonstipation, puffs
tbe eyes. pallor. headache. under
swollen bands and diznes, feet,
nervousness,depression,
and high
colored urine.
You have Jiver or kidney
troubles — delay Is dange
rous.
But do not despair, we Offer
sws.i s% and speedy cureyou
in
De.

: and

•••••41111110110

r

H. eLean's Liver
Mae Balm — the
wily

.
.
4
,
:sunitioR DRILLs
1

Mimi remedy for theee 111k
461 TOW* Drassaree
tt be doesn't Sell it, send
$1.00 and his name, and we us
will
wtpress you a bottle, charg
es
prepaid.
Write for booklet
'Sound Sense."
THE DR. J. N. NM AN 61E61C114 CO.
It. Hisn. Mo.

SOLD BY
T. D. Arnastead. .
R. C. Hardwick
Croft & Brasher
Wood Bros
Leroy P. Miller

TOWN OF
Hopkinsville
Hopkinsville
Crofton
Pembroke
Pembroke

iLi-e Agents For

O

They deserve this name for
they are
superior in make. superior
in doing
good work, and wheat put
(Special to New Era)
together with a few from
in with a
the South,
LINCOLN, Neb., July I6.—W.
J. stood together and secured enough • Superior nev
er freezes out but give a
Bryan'has made public the foll
chauges in the platform to
make it a
owing
preeentable document and
statement relating to the
big
yie
ld,
wort
for it does its work well.
hy of
Democratic the
support of the party."
platform adopted at

1

I
I
Fertil

— ADVERhiltle 110185:—
Nominations Made.
orm lash,Arse Insertion
II
lee
lash,one samath
IN
Sash.arse incalks
St. Louis:
SIN
By the unanimous vote of
Men.six mosOrs.
one of "The'
SOO
plank on imperialism is posiIsere rote rwm
...
the most splendidly represen
nee
One Lady's Rec
tative tive, stro
cactuesia rases vest be
ommendatee spencer
ng and satisfactory to the
isaa
t1:b0*
ad
ie5.
conventions ever held in Trigg
tion Sold Fifty Bou
coun
veritstus anus said for la
m of
entire party, and this ques
tion bety, John W.Kelly was last Mon
Chamberiand's Stomday comes the
eats win be nominated for
para
moun
t
issu
e of the
fil=a1"
county attorney and
ach and Liver Tablet
inserted ttlioat spoo- A. G. Shoemaker for jall
s.
er.—Cadiz campaign.
l*.eluirded toe
ordered
I
have, I believe, sold fifty
Record.
boxes
"The tariff plank is good,
but it of Chamberlain's Stomach and Live
N of nrri"
egitiaild Deaths,
r
eiteesdiad live
•
was made so on a close Soto
mallo
w
of
Tabl
ets
on the recommendation,
pelgleled
There is more Catarrh in this
in the
of
sec- committe
lootiees, =lionsof Respect,
e and largely against the one lady here, who first bought a box
seder inallar notlites.dee*eats per line tion of the country than all other disof them about a year ago.
eases put together, and until
opposition of Mr.Paeker's adhe
She nevrent.. er tires
the last
of telling her neighbors and
few years was supposed to be
The
plan
k which was voted down
incurfriends about the good quali
able. For a great many year
ties of
s doc- favored 'a wise, conservative
and these tablets.—P. M. SHORE. Drug
tors pronounced it a local disease
••••••••••••••••••••
•••••••••,••••••••
and businesslike' revision
gist,
Roch
,
ester, Ind. The pleasant
made 'with
For President,
by constantly failing to cure with
lopurg
due
cal treatment, pronounced it
ative effect of these Tabl
regard to (milking conditio
ALTON B. PARKER,
ets
ns.'
rsole. Science has proven cataincu
rnakea them a favorite with
rrh to The committee thought that
of New York.'
ladies
be
cons
thes
a
titu
e
tional disease and thereever
1
ywhe
'I
re.
For sale by L. L. Elqualifying words emascula
fore requires constitutional
ted the gin.
treatFor Vice-Preside t,
ment. Hall's Catarrh Cure, manu
plank and left it so weak as
(INCORPORATED.)
HENRY 0. DA IS,
factured by F. J. Chenoy & Co..
to give
ledo, Ohio, Is the only constitu To- no hope to tariff reformers.
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in fine timber. This farm is Price and terms reasonable.
one day the great landscape painter
, well fenced with hedge and wire and
Good residence on corner of
to you the full verse in *hid' the strength and the leg cut off as quickly
But,
again,
in
Joseph
worldw
this
ide sweep
Main
Turner, came Into the studio of divided Into five
shifts, on each of and let streets, fronting GO feet on
of my tent are found. "Verily, as possible, as a butcher with his ax of man's "greater woiks" we
that
other famous English artist, T. which Is plenty of never
must see
failing water. Main by 900 feet deep. House has six
pisSy I say unto you be that bellevetb would chop meat. Theft the bleeding how 'man is everya
liere overturning Sidney Cooper. Looking about at the This is one of the finest farms
in the rr orns, good cistern,stable
me the works that I do shall he do stump was seared with boiling pitch. the heathen doctrihe that
"might pictures Turner saw one and gave a best farming section of Kentucky, cessary out-buildings' For and no•
sale.
and greater works than these Seventy-five per cent of those patients makes right" rather than "right
well
adapt
ed to corn wheat, tobacco
makes dab with his brush, saying, "Put that
Twogood residence lots on
he do, because I go unto my Pa- died. Now such operations are con- might." We must see man
Main
as the de- pillar out. It destroys the breadth of and all kinds of grasses. [here is St. in Hopkinsville, well
sidered practically harmless. A whiff
•
located.
uo better stock
of ether, a breath of chloroform, a deep fender of the weak nan, the hope of the picture." A short time after Oil- Improvements farm in the county. The only vacant lots on West side of
~Mt Amassed Me Gerestration.
first class and in per- ! Main St. for sale at
a low brice
sleep, a painless operation, and the the helpless man, the friend of the be- lott, the great art dealer of Lon- fect repair, fins two-st
ory frame
$1,1111MS Christ was the amazement of heavy
reft
don,
man
and
in
heard
one
enae
rescue
what
the
r
Turner
eyelids mien. All the horrors of
had done, he dwelling with .itte rooms, veranda ! Elegant lot 80x200 ft. on Jesup ave•linaaeniente to the people of his day
that operation are a blank. Our of the lost. Christ coznes as the friend came to Cooper and said, "I will give in front and porches in rear, four nue. Good home with 4 large rooms
2 porches, cistern outbai
VW generation as a worker of natural
ldings,:shade
uncles, our aunts, our parents, our of the friendless. Bu, oh, how friend- you three hundred pounds for your pic- frame tenant houses, two large new and fruit
trees, Price $1,400.
lie seemed to his time grandparents
ture of the Welsh scene." "Rut,"
, died by the hundreds of less and helpless be bimaelf became!
said tobacco barns, two graineries with
An
elegan
to all natural laws. When he indamo
capaci
t
ty
Sidney
:lames
farm
Morris
for
on
of
10,000
Cooper
in
bushel
onderf
116
a
,
"Gillot
ul
review
s
of wheat,
t, you have not
acres
uttion of the • bowels. Along
large stables, cow boogies, tool house, land, on good public road, in one of
Met set to visit his disciples in their comes surger
even seen my picture." "I know
of
y and says: "Down on the of the works of Ch t's life pictures
it." carriage and ice house,
the best neightwhoods in
be did not have to use the land, table
two
large
him
answer
South
mighty
as
a
cised
Gillott
conque
. "But I also know terns,
ror. Eves in
quick! Out with that appendix."
Christian, convenient to postol
in
fact
an
ideal
farm
people had to do. He stepped And
with
one
lice,
defeat
his
fact,
s
Joseph Turner would never a beauti
he saw the oncoming contoday clubs could be formed by
ful lawn of four acres in front schools and churches, in a high state
the crystal pavement of Lake the hundre
ds of timse who would have quests. Said this mighty puipiteer: have touched that picture with his of house. One of the most desirable of cultivation, good dwelling 2 rooms
as easily as an Alpine climber died of append
brush
"He
strode
unless it had been worth hav- farms in the state, in one
on to victory. From his elicitis unless death had
of the best and hall,one largeatobacco barn,good
rest his foot upon solid rock, as been
driven back at the point of the evated standpoint he saw as the conse- ing." And so methinks God blesses the neighborhoods,convenient to schools stables and cow house, buggy house,
Is a hind's feet might glue them. surgeon's
2 new cabins, smoke house,
just
quence of his triumphal ascent to his
and often the unjust in a Christian churches and good market.
knife.
The
hen
to mountain crag. When he
Father the overthro* of Phariseeism land, because Christ's work and sacri- land in first-class condition. Will house, new wire fence, nice your,
Woudere of Modern
orcha
rd,
grapes
be
the homage of obedience was
,
sold
on easy terms to suit pur-;
rasp-berries
and fiaddnceeism. He looked farther fice have been blessed In that land.
strawberries plenty of water, an.
But today are the "wonders of mod- and
to film, not alone by men in
very,
saw the overthrow of Roman and Therefore, my brethren, the only way chaser.
desirable, will be sold cheap
Synagogue, by beasts of the field ern surgery" any mire marvelous than Grecian and Scythian idolatr
612
acres in tract, 400 acres in cultiand on
y. He for man to achieve his greater works vation
easy terms.
the
"wond
ers
of
,
groun
moder
d lies very level and is;
n medicine?" looked farther and Saw the destru
the fowls of the air, but by the
ction I. by spreading abroad, se far as be
Some beautiful vacant lots on
very rich soil.
ideas and the waves, lie called to the Is the power of modern medicine to of slavery. He looked farther and
Walsaw can, the works of Jesus Christ, upon
Produ
ced
last
year 76 bu. corn per nut street.
anima tempest, "Peace be still." At cure disease any more marvelous today the gradual emancipation of the masswhich all men's greeter works are
400
acres of desirable farming land
asre.
24
debu.
wheat
per
acre,
than
and
the
1,000
power
of modern bacterio- es from the oppression
Vlie thine of his eye the "conscious
in Montgomery county, Tenn, heaviof tyrants and pendent. When Christ goes up, man to '200 lbs. of tobacco per acre.
Water blushed to see the face of its logical investigations to prevent dis- their elevation into
There are 226 acres of this farm in ly timbered, 10 miles from Howell,
political and social goes up. When Christ goes down, man
ease?
You gee Christ stopping here privileges. He
Lam" at the wedding in Cana of GaliKy. price $7.00 per acre.
red clover.
looked farther and saw goes down.
Fine farm of 282 acres in neighlee. At a word from his lip the fig and there to open a blinded eye or to the erection of hospita
This place him a fine 10 room resiOh, what could Moats' rod have done
ls
and
other
inunstop
a dent ear or to loosen the stitutions
Vas dried up and withered away. Al)
dence, large barns,good pond, 7 good borhood of Howell, Ky., at a great
Had he not been directly sent?
henercdestee. lie saw the
bargai
n,
heavy
The
power was from God alone
and labored breathing of the establishint nt on
cisterns, 6 tenant houses, plenty of
be had to say was, "Let no fruit grow
the one hand of home
And Moses but the instru
Very desirable suburban residence
negro labor, is well fenced and locatthee henceforvrard forever." At his asthmatic sufferer. But today the missions extending
ment.
to the hundreds of
isim,e. whole schools .of tin to be achievements ,of the healer include .thougands,w
Today will you not feel that you can ed on good public road, in Montgom- house two stories,8 rooms, new and
ho have.lepsed and the esIn good repair, about 7 acres of land,
only accomplish . the greater. work. ery County, Tenn., 7 miles north of just outsid
t by the Galilean fishermen. By more than here and there an isolated tabliahmerit on
the other hand of fore the city limits on one of
Clarksville and 6 miles from nearest
Christ has given to yob to do by
whole livens full of bread physical cure. I see the lights in thou- eign inisalons, mendin
the
best street.
living station.
g' the gospel of
sands of hospital windows kleami
and
to be miraculously created.
workin
A
g
nice
in
Christ
residence at Caaky, Ky.
? When MarThis place can be bought for only
na his grace to the ends of the earth in
shal Bernadotte. who afterward
lot of
1 were those triumphs over like the stars in the heavens. I see the hundreds of ton
guesi' But, though
be- $46.00 per acre, $10.000.00 cash and two 10 acres, six room cottage and
room
laws and forces, but what white robed nurses and the doctors Christ in his
came King Charles XIV. of Swede
office in yard;
balanc
on
e
very
easy
terms, with 6
exultation and prophetic
n,
servants house, large good Ice good
per cent. interest.
h has man achieved since that coming forth as did the angels of vision may have
was a young man he was a revolut
house
seen
ionall
this,
yet,
large
like
stable and carriage house and,
by compelling those natural laws health who troubled the waters at the Moses. with
Trice farm oi 142 acres within
his eyes overlooking the ist. At the beheading of King Louis
all necessary out buildings; spiena
Smile
Hopkin
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s
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of
,
good
pub- shade and fruit
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trees, never failing
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hysterical joy, be had tattooed upon lic road. Good dwelling, tobacco well, good cistern:,
to
have
no
direct
convenient to dephysical
barn, stable, outbuildings and plenty
•
t *neer can be greater than for ailments!" I see thousands add tens contact In
the consummation of the his arm thia sentence: "Death to all of timber and water. Desirable place ; pot, school and church;6 miles from
Alin to spelt in a telephone receiver, of thousands of strong men and wom- world's salvati
kings and royal tyrants." Bernadotte will be sold cheap
Hopkinsville with good pike
on.
nearly
.
I have cane, in Chicago and have en who would bare died twenty years
afterward was himself raised to a
One of the moat desirable residen- the whole distance. Splendid locatOwlet Sever Visited !midis.
#1Wheileobeed in New York city, 1,0tiO Younger than they are now had they
ion
for
a
doctor
.
throne. He closely guarded that tat- ces on S. Vir. St., corner lot 86 feet
All India was yet to give up its
Valuable store room on
glass away? I do not consider it any lived and been sick in the days when
wid- tooing from the eyes of his people un- front by 268 feet deep House with
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ow burning and the tossing of
street
One
.
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the
Christ
best business loco
beauti
a
its help- til he was dead. Oh, my friend, markwaxier *bun for Theodore
ful shade and fruit trees, good,
lived sod he had
them not less girl Infant
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in
the
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e into the Ganges to be ed with the Higna.
isbievag
ci5ter
stable
n,
elt to stet the great, ponderous or touched them not. seen
and all necessary outof infewy %Won your
Christ as the
Nice cottage on corner of
in t
world's fair at SL physician of the body was a wonder eaten by crocodiles end the heathen heart. inarktN1 with the signs of rebel- buildings. All It, excellent repair. and Broad
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streets, 7 rooms, good
worshi
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terms
idols,
reasonable.
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e a simple button. worker. But man today as n curer of
buildi
ngs, cistern, etc. Cheap oute
body, able as a man to set foot
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of
fine
and
land
walking uon the waves of Lake physical ailments is accomplishin
1 ta miles from on reasonable terms
on the your belief, as Bernadotte did, to beg far soil of India.
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Hopkinsville on Canto
William Carey and Alexan- come an enthroned king?
excited hit wonder of the spec- more than Christ ever did. Man
Residence, E. rooms, stable
You bear on spring and barn, fencedn pike, good
is not der Duff and
, carriand has
Bishop Thoburn were to your soul the marks
but how the would have won- only opening the eyes of those
of sin. but if you acres of timber. Very desira '20 age house and all necessary outbuildborn do that. Africa,
ble ings good cistern and
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acres of land
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to the worship of the bless and help the
$1,600
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world. As the apos- from Bennetstown Ky. Good house place at low
speak until this an- "true God."
price and on easy terms
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and by his power carry on the wort. good level land and a desirable farm stable, 7 cabins for
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prom- and on good road.
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timber,
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Drugs
RIM US YOUR
PRESCRIPTIONS

IEGRO QUESTION

Ayers GENIMONAN'SMEN

WILL BE PROMINENT IN
THE CAMPAIGN.

Losing your hair? Coming
out by the combful? And
doing nothing? No sense in
that! Why don't you use
Ayer's Hair Vigor and

Barber Shop Matters at Oyster Bay.—Teddy's Latest Break.

flair Vigor

promptly stop the falling?
Your
hair will begin to grow,
(Special to New.Eilk.)
too, and all dandruff will disWASHINGTON, July 18.— Reappear. Could you reasonports from West Virginia and Mary- ably expec
t anything better?
land indicate that the jnegro ques17.I“1
.M:i
•;;
tnt
fr
'
outeTr
I agr
7t bc17
.711 711
4
Oa Hair Visor stopped It and
hair
tion will be

WE HAVE THREE
REOISTERED
a vital Isei
la
now my
thte of politics au right." — W. C. Unninti Lindsay
, Cal.
s,
in those states, and
t it will be •1.N a bottle.
PHARMACISTS
J.C. AYMI CO..
Mout
for
one of the principal toplbe of discusguaranteee all Drugs si
in India
on
na and1
It Mole and in
be the Purest and certain localities in Oh o. A nunsreshest.
be: of southern speakers are to disComplete stock Squibbs', cuss it in the North, not in the firerierck's, Upjohn*, Parke, eating partisan way, but id the calmpavis & Co.'s sad Warn. est possible manner, In an endeavor
to bring it closely home to the Northpole & Co.'s Chemicals. ern voters.
kOthing but the best
FAIR WILL BE GIVEN IN
[
Made Teddy Mad.
used and every thing
AUGUST.
guaranteed to be as your ST. LOUIS, Jal1r 18.-"Bscause he
incurred till* displeasure of President
doctor.orders.
Roosevelt by raising the race ques-

hin Hair

AT DUNN'S CAVE

WILL

ItTFLE AND PlailirOL

HOLD A REUNION
NEXT MONTH.

CARTRIDGES.
"It's the shots that hit that count" Winc

All Veterans Who Served
Under Famous Leader
Invited to Attend.

ter Rifle and Pistol Cartridges hit, that
shootaccurately,and strike a good,hard,
etrating blow. They are loaded.with
care and precision, and made in cell
suitable for all kinds of game, from nib
to grizzly bears. If you want reliable
nition, buy the time-tried Winchester mike.

The reunion of members of the
Gen. John A. Morgan association,
will be held at Park Hill, beginning
on the morning of August 17
and
,
continuing for two days. All who
served under Morgan are invited
to
attend. Pork Hill is on the line of ,
the Kentucky Central raliroad,abo
ut:
six miles front Carlisle, Ky. Ar-,
rangements will be made for the ac- ,
,
conlmodation of the veterans at very , he found
low rates, and reduced fare over the'
railroads will be secured. An ex- .
ceedingly pleasant meeting is anticipated.

FOR SALM

BY ALL DIIIALBASI•

Mon.umen.ts AU C.
T
mstones Iron Fencing
mob
arKers4F vir Until further notice1
at F A

Yost Lt Co.. South Main

otot

Night Was Her Terror.

"I would cough nearly all night
long," writes Mrs Chas Applegate, of
Alexandria, Ind.,"and could hardly
tion at the World's Fair, Lieut. C. Citizen of Adjoining County get any sleep. I had consumption so
bad that if I walked a block I would
Has Been Missing:Over
Sidney Haight, military aid to Precough frightfully and spit blood,but,
sident D. B. Francis, is understood
a Month.
when all other medicines failed,
to have resigaed his position. It is
three $1 bottics of Dr. King's New
also understood that his Iresignation
Discovery wholly cured me and I
gained 68 pounds." It's absolutely
has been acoepted. Listut. Haight
(Special to New Era.)
guaranteed to cuss coughs, colds,
WE ARE SOLE
says he is not at libert* to discuss
CLARKSVILLE,Tenn., July 18— lagrippe, bronchitis
and all Throat
the
matte
r.
The
expos
t
cm
officia
ls The stockholders of the Montg
AGENTS FOR
omery and Lung troubles. Price 50c and
are silent. One of Lieu. Haight's
Fair associatiou met Saturday morn- $1. Trial bottle free at L L Eights
duties has been the loos log of miliing. The annual meeting, which has and Cook & Higgin's drugstores.
tary Lorganisations coming to the
been announced to take place at
fair. Learning that the Eighth IlliDunbar's Cave on Sept. 92-21, was
Irer MN.Parma Serf I,
nois regiment was composed of nechanged to Aug. 86-87 on account of
groes, he wrote the Carel of the
the equinootial period through which
regiment, asking if they . ould mind
there are unsettled weather condigoing tato camp apart from the
tion, and to give the school teachers
white troops and bringing their own
and children an opportunity to atequipment.
tend the fair before the opening of
The Colonel of the negro regiment
the schools on Sept. 1. Thestoek of
construed this as an insult, and
the association was limited to fifty
Wrote back that the regiment would
shares. The entire amount has been
not come. He also complained to
subscrioed.
President Roosevelt, who, it is understood, promptly complained to
Robert Shelby, 21 years old, who
President Francis of the action of lived at Jordan Spring
s, has disaphis military aid.
peared, and. his parents have been
—
unable to find any trace of him since
All Need Shaves.
Tuesday, June 7. He left home on
OYSTER BAY, July 18.—The inMonday, June 13, for Clarksville to
cident of David Newport, the white
see the Sell-Downs circus. He spent
barber, who refused to shave a negro
part of Tuesday in the city, but has
preacher, is not closed. A petition
not been heard from since, and his
is now being signed by all the neparents fear he has met with some
gtoes in town, to be presented te
accident. They have been unable to
President
Roosevelt, protesting
gain any information which might
against the action of Newport and
lead to his discovery. He is 6 foot 8
asking the chief executive to see
inches in height, weighs about 160
that the negroes get their "rights."
pounds and has large blue eyes.
It has been rumored that several negross would soon go in a body to
Newport's shop and demand to be
shaved. If this is refused them,
then, they say. they will leave the
place in such condition that carpenters, painters and plasterers will be
needed to put the shop in such order MI•o-na, the Dyspepsia Remedy,
that any one else can be shaved.
/Isis Cured Hundreds of L. L.
Then You Need
On the other hand, Newport, the
Elgin's Customers.
Spiro Powder
barber, says he is ready for all corn- 0 le of the greate
st successes in
Of course, yoo p..rspire, you would ers and declares he has a heavy stick thel sale of a medicine has been
not be healthy if you didn't—it is as and a revolver ready for any unwel- itch eyed by Mi•o na, the dyspepsia
rem dy,and its saie is increasing so
necessary to perapire as it is to have come visitors.
rapikily that L. L. Elgin, the populight end air. But It is not necessary
lar iuggist. has hard work to keep
to be efflieted with- bodily odors— Theme are merchants who
insure
a et ck on hand.
not when you have used Spiro Powd- Their stock and home,
and 'Us wise;
It.ls very popular with well known
er.
is the only powder which will But don't forget the safety
of
hankers, ministers, lawyers and othdestroy all odor, arising from per- The babe within
"Teethina" lies.
!ere whose business or profession
spiration or other causes. If you
"Teetnina" aids digestion,
over- keens them closely confined,
dust a little SPIRO ou the body or comes and counte
while
racts the effects of 0086
who have brought on indigoselotbing. it will not only destroy but suminer heat,
regulates the bowels
tion through irregular eating, worry
prevent all bodily odors. A blessing and makes teething
easy. Costs only or
other causes, have found a cure in
to tired, aching, swollen feet. Re- 25c at druggists,
this reliable remedy.
lieves chafing. Itching, prickly heat,
Mi-o-na is in the form of small
e:zema and all skin affections.
Taken Back.
tablets and is sold in a metal box esCall today and get a FREE SAMPLE, also a souvenir post card of
Karlene Poor, the 12-year-old gill pecially designed for convenience in
carrying the medicine in the pocke
Niegara Falls and booklet "USE adjudged
t
insane in county court yes- or
miree. It is pleasant to take; costs
OF SPI 111 )" from the most enterterday, and sent to Hopkinsville, in but rine,
gives quick relief and makes
prisit.g druggia$a te town.
•
abarger of-officer Jamas Crow, was lasting cures.
This remedy has been so uniformbrought back tills morning, because
•
sncoesefui and made so many rethe hospital authorities refuse
d to I workable
curet that L L. Elgin will
receive her. Reasons given were
in fulture sell Ml-o-na under a posithat the asylum was overcrowded tive guara
ntee to refund the money
and that the girl did not Properly If it should not cure. Ni) other
dyeMAIN AND NINTH STS.
belong there, because she was not pepsin medicine ever had a large
PHONE 226
h
percen
tage of cures so that it
Insane, but weak tniuded.
Icouii be sold in this manlier. A guarHer condition was caused
sem Preempt, Pt:WMfrom I ante like this speaks volum
Oar. for Impolonc;
es for
;LI= epilepsy.
She is the daughter of I the erit of this remed
y,
ortlosfr
rt;"kir.r•mttorTkoli
oa
Ikr000ronsoo, kifClaimer. Mr. C. H. Poore, a tobacco re-handTh re is no time like the present
Lew of Moinery,
to
ler, of 1214 Trimble street,—Pa
a thing that ought to be done.
Mae spa a 8TRONO, Norducah
ma Skit. Prik 41.00.
Iff a y one has dyspepsia,
totity is
ismos. 4500.
the st time to begin curing
ifsosiof proctfeass Mallet
it.
atlyee
•
.i&i
eet
na
t-A
uge
st
NV en bilious take Chamb
Ole
erlain's
MMIritileatria
and 1.iv r Tablets. For
11.^.01.11111. • Mae
For Coughs,Colds and Croup. sal y
L. L. Elgin.
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All of these goods bought of me will be
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Do You
PERSPIRE

Drill and
Fatiliza Season
Farmers are by this time well
posted as to the formula of fertilizer best adapted to their respective farms. We handle
four brands that have been
tried here for ten or fifteen
years and found productive of
the best results.

SALE RAPIDLY
INCREASING

Armour,
Homestead,
Horseshoe,
Ox Brand.

These are the best and we ask that we be
given orders for same in time to includeIn
our shipment so no one will be left out.

• 7.tear

mpire Drills

Rayithiler

the best on the market. Hoe or disc,
plain or fertilizer.

OZMANLIS V
ORIENTAL
SEXUAL

PILLS

I

OneRlinuteCoughOure Stoi4ach

Forbes MTg. Co.
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It is please
ns well as profitable,
to continue meditating upon one who
The Kind Ton Have Always Bought, and which has been
did right in the sight of the Lord (xx,
In use for over BO years, has borne the signature of
32), for tie sought to the Lord God of
.,
and has been made under his per—
his father, and walked in His C0111sonal supervision since its infancy.
nenntiments, and hie heart was lifted
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
up in the ways of the Lord, and the
AB Counterfeits, Imitations and "Just-as-good"are but
Lord was with him (xvii, 8-6). He is
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
said to have reigned twenty-five years
Infants and Childrem—Experience against ExPeriments
(xx, 31), but it is possible that three of
those years were the last years of Asa,
his father, while he was diseased in
his feet. In order to keep before us
some idea of where we are in the hisRlastorta is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pare.
tory of these two kingdoms, it would
'eerie, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It it Pleasant. HI
be well to consult a comparative chroncontains neither OPIllms Morphine nor other Nareotitt
ological table of the kings and prophets
Mlbstanee. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worse
of Judah and Israel, such as may be
and allays Feverishness. It Cures Diarrhoea and Wind
found in the appendix of most of our
Odic. It relieves Teething troubles, cares Constipation
good reference Bibles. In a Baxter
I and flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Bible it is New Testament, page 194.
Etestaelli and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleeps
From this it will be seen that the
The Children's Panaeea—The Mother's Friend.
twenty-two years of Ahab's reign in
Israel were about contemporary with
the first twenty-two years of Jehoshaphat's reign In Judah. The proph•
ets of the time were Jehu, the son of
Humph in Judah, and Micalah and
Elijah, In Israel. It will help us to
keep this in mind, as our next lesson
concerns Ahab, and the six following
keep Elijah before us. None of the
prophets whose writings we have has
up to this time appeared. Jonah, who
is the first, comes later.
Our lesson begins with the return of
Jehoshaphat in peace to Jerusalem
from the battle with the king of Syria,
11%18 61111111/11 1101SPINPI. rI
Nett ems
in which he had been an ally with
Ahab and very narrowly escaped
death. Ahab, although disguised, fell
by a God directed arrow from a bow
drawn at a venture (sell', 28-34).
••••••
,
•mm.
Jehoshaphat began his reign exceedBELOW ISA TESTIMONIAL FROM ONE OF THE MANY THOUSANDS
ingly
well
and
CREAM
sent
teachers
throughWHO HAVE BEEN CURED BY THIS CREAT MEDICINE.
out all the cities of Judah with the
book of the law of the Lord to teach
A. H.Thorness, Mgr. Wills Creek Coal Co., Buffalo, 0., writes:"I have been afflicted
the people, one result being that the
fear of the Lord fell upon all the kingwith kidney and bladder trouble for years, passing gravel or stones with excruciadoms of the lands roundabout Judah,
401la 3:I WV .A.14 Xs 7:131EL1Cr
CillrZOO
ting pains. Other medicines only gave relief. After taking Foley's Kidney Core
and they made no war against Jeliosh'
l 71111111
.
stones,
etc.,
JAMES F. BALLA
fine
dust
like
the
brick
started
few
doses
surprising.
A
the result was
aphat. The Philistines and Arabians
arid now I have no pain across my kidneys and I feel like a new man. Foley's
brought presents as well as tribute to
Sold by Ray
Fowler
him, so that he waxed great exceedKidney Cure has done me $1000 worth of good."
ingly and bad riches and honor In
abundance (xvii, 9-12).
Then came his alliance with a man
who did more to provoke the Lord
God of Israel to anger than all the
kings of Israel that were before him
(xviii, 1; I Kings xvi, 33). He allowed
his son Jehoram to take Ahab'm daughter to wife (II Kings viii, 18), and
also joined Ahab to fight against the
AT^ sure Indications of some form of stomach
trouble, billou.mness or a bad livur. M
will
king of Syria (chapter 18), hence the
next overtake you. Don't riak it, tux ,esuove all,
reproof of our Lord through Jehu
calomel
or
quinine—both are dt..u•;ge•^mi
don'ttake
in our lesson, "Shouldest thou help the
ungodly amid love them that hate the
,a1M111
Lord?" (Verse 2.) One feels like saying,
Why could not Jehoshaphat let ungodly Ahab alone and continue, as he had
has nil their virtues—none of their
begun, to walk with God? But Is not
deadly effects. IIERBINE taken
regularly will forestall headaches,put
this matter of worldly alliances the
And the Seashore, Aug. 13.
the digestive organa in iierfect condiprominent sin of our own time? In
tion, head off biliousness, headaches,
A Tour of Education.
TIE FAMOUS LITTLE ?ILLS.
business, in religious matmarriage.
in
Miss Sall P. Leonard,of Ed-liver ills, keep you in good health.
ters, is it not seen everywhere? How
For quick relief from Biliousness,
TRY IT Tc-DAY.
dyvi le, ants $25,000.
The personally conducted excurfew seem to give any consideration to
'lick Headache, Torpid Liver, Jaun,41.11
r.rerwmins
-eggieek amis.
$00 a. Bottle,.
sion to Old Point Comfort, in charge
(Spa Jai to New Era.)
II Cor. vi, 14-18, and are there many
epee, Dizziness, and all troubles aniswho
think
among
God's
ministers
of Mr. W. A. Wilgus, S. P. A., will
even
NEW YO K, July 16.—Miss Sally
4tieg from an inactive or sluggish liver,
it wrong to have fellowship with those
be run Saturday. August 13th, via
Sold by Ray 4111 Fowler.
P. Leonard, f Eddyville, Ky., an who deny that Jesus Christ is God. or
-1DeWitt's Little Early Risers are un.
. railway
connecting lines and C. & 0
squalled.
suit
actress,
has
rought
through
her
with
those
who
deny
that
the
blood
train,
from Hopkinsville on regular
r 'They act promptly and never gripe.
\of Christ alone, without any works
connecting with the Seashore Special, guardian at item, Robert C. Clarke,
pleasure
that
i
t
la
a
are
so
dainty
'of ours, can take away sin?
'They
leaving Louisville from union depot against Ale nder C. Higginson, son
The manner of Jehoshaphat's life
",-tie take them. One to two act as a
p.
m.
street,
at
6:00
foot of Seventh
of a Boston I anker, to recover $26,- was, as a rule, right in the sight of the
laxative; two or four act as a
1
The round trip to Old Poisot Comfort
Lord, although there were two very
*want and effective cathartic. They
000.
is only $17.16, and the tickets are
dark clouds in his clear day, the one
we purely vegetable and absolutely
Miss Leon rd states that in Janu- we have mentioned, and later his alligood until August 28th.
'formless. They tonic the liver.
This is the most popular outing of- ary, 1004, In onsideratioe of her re- ance with Aliazial) Om 85-37). But it
D ONLY RY
fered the travel''. public. Grand
is refreshing to see him in the re,IL• Co DeWitt; co..Chicago
and beautiful sceeery, invigorating maining in t is city, and not return- mainder of our lesson chapter, after
mountain air, en ; f-bathieg, ocean ing to her ho e, the defendant told
the Lord reproved him, going out
voyage, palatial hotel entertainment
and a visit to the c epital. Stopover her that he ould provide for her through all the people to bring them
Established INN
privileges allowed returning.
support and take care of -her until again to the Lord, setting judges in
40 years successful record.
the land and admonishing them in
Delightful side hips at low rates.
such
time as she could retort: to her such words as "Take heed what ye do,
Every attention and courtesy will be
exterwied to ladie-i traveling alone. father's horoe or secure other ade- for ye judge not for man, but for the
Choice of routes r- turning, between
Lord who is with you" (verses 5-7),
Richmond and Cli•ton Forge, will be quate means of support. The com- saying also to the priests and Levites:
given. For further particulars and plaint also states that Higginson
"Thus shall ye do in the fear of the
sleeping car spa-e. address W. A.
promised to ay two drafts of $86 Lord, faithfully, and with a perfect
Wilgus, S. P. A.. ilopkinsville, Ky
heart. Take courage and do. and the
or call on T. E. B•ii-tley.
each that she made on her father.
Lord shall be with the good" (verses
The compl inane further states 9, 11, and margin). These are words
oilers tile latest and best
ti e the agreement was for us to lay to heart, for only such
methods, and the most commade
Higgin
on's wife was suing for living and acting will stand in that
plete course of study in
For Infants and Children.
day. None other can have His approval
divorce in Massachusetts and se- (II Tim. 11, 15). On the words "Take
cured her decree in April last. Since heed" see Luke viii, IS; Mark iv, 24,
Bears the
that time, the plaintiff avers, the de- "Take heed how ye hear and what ye
hear." Also Matt. xxiv, 4, "Take heed
Signature of
fendant has discontinued paying her that no man deceive you." Ise. vii, 4,
TypewritShorthand,
11;ellaiii Ship,
as agreed and has also failed to pay "Take heed and be Quiet. Fear not!"
As to the Lord's hatred of Iniquity, reing and other branches
the drafts.
spect of persons and taking of gifts,
Pertaining to a
see Ex. xxiii, 8; Dent. x, 17; Job xxxiv,
'a.ste. at
cte T1.1
19; Rom. II, 11; Eph. vi, 9.
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As we have but one lesson on the life
Ale and experienced teachers.
of this great king we must not omit a
; School Spen the entire year.
at
glance at chapter 20, and the victory
Students may enter at any time.
which the Lord wrought for His peoFREE
CATALOGUE
ELEGANT
The new short line to and from all
ple. Realizing their helplessness, they
Eastem points including New York,
and croup. cast themselves wholly upon Him, and
Boston, Philadelphia and Baltimore.
Colds
For
the Lord fought against their enemies
N. E. Cor. 2i and Walnut Sts.
packWA fast freight service by daily
made them to rejoice over their
and
the
Ashwith
in
connection
cars
age
enemies, and gave them rest roundville Line, the Virginia-Tennessee &
about (verses 3, 4, 27-30). Note the
Georgia Air Line, and the Richmond
Danville Dispatch.
king's prayer (verses 6-12) and put
ror Young Ladles, Roanoke, Va.
The new line Harriman Route"
verse 12 with xlv, 11: "We have no
Russellville, Ky.
, solicits your patronage and guaran- Opens Sept. 26, 1004. One of the Might against this great company that'
Collegiate. Classical and Scientific' tees careful attention and prompt leading schools for Young Ladies in cometh against us; neither know we
noses. Able faculty. Laboratoryl handling of your business. See that the South. New buildings, pianos what to do. But our eyes are upon
jial to all demands. 30 acres , your shipments are ordered and that and equipments. Campus ten acres. Thee." These are time people whom
land. New gymnasium, tennis I your bills of lading read via either Grand mountain scenery in Valley
impotent, the utterly
, croqiuet grounds, electric of the above lines in care of the Ten, of Virginia, famed for health. Euro- God helps, the
pean and American teachers. FAIL helpless, not those who can help themHOPKINSVILLE, KIINTUCKY.
ta. Spec al attention to board- nesse° Central railroad.
department. Tuition fee to min- I For further information atmly to course. Conservatory advantages in selves. Note, also, verses 15, 17. 20, 22,
Art. Music aqd Elocution. Certifi- and learn to fear not, believe and Primary, Preparatory and Collegiate Depts.
'son. and licentiates. Expen- E. H. HINTON. Traffic Agent,
Nashville, Tana.
cates Wellesley. Students from 80 praise.
Select school for Young Ladies and Girls. Thorough training under helpderate. 141ext session begins
states. For catalogues address,
or to H.D. PETTUS,
This whole hearted reliance upon the ful influences. Write for information and a catalogue.
, g.yre..sddreu
• MA IE P. HARRIS,
General
prominent in this lesion
WU:
AA
HARRISON,
resident, Roanoke, Vs Lord made so
fellittiler
oligkstIlls, Tens.
*odd
and the last is gristly needed.

4° ALL
KIDNEY
AND
BLADDER
DISEASES

FOLEY'S KIDNEY CURE will positively cure any case
of Kidney or Bladder disease that is not beyond the reach
of medicine. No medicine can do more.

What is CASTORIA

CIENUINS CASTORIA ALWAYS

The Kind You Have Always Bought
In Use For Over 30 Years.

If you notice any irregularities, commence taking
FOLEY'S KIDNEY CURE at once and avoid a fatal &lady.

WHITE'S

WORMS!VERTAIFUCE
For 20 Years Nis LeiriMroi Re

Two Sizes 50c & $1.00.

Refuse

bstitutes.

Mutheadathesi

An interesting Booklet, "An About The Kidneys" free for the asking
Address, FOLEY & CO., Chicago, III.

Sold by Cook & Higgins
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5UIT FOR DAMAGES

The Great Business Training
School of Louisville

HERBINE.

TO OLD POINT COMFORT —1m-
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The Kind You Have Always Bought
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• SELLS THEM.
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BUSINESS EDUCATION.

TENNESSEE CENTRAL mom.
RAILROAD

E. J. WRIGHT, Pres.,
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DR.PAYNE'S
I REMEDIES •
•
•
Has done more good in •
•
Hopkinsve than all other •
•
medicines combined. They •
•
•
cure when others fail.
•
•
•

One MinuteCough Cure

Virginia College

•
•
•
•
Beware of the druggist who S.
•
•
•
•
•
has
something
just
as
good.
•
•
Take no substitute.
•
•
11••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Bethel Female College
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To have covered with conscious
existence the last half of the nineteenth century is a benison. The contemplation of its achievements is
ample excuse for complaisant satisfaction. To us as a people it has been
what the time of David was to Palestine, of Philip to Macedonia and of
Cromwell to England. Front an al-

10
POWDER

leged confederacy we have become a
nation whose boundaries Hawaii included, lie in closer proxlmity than
during the fifties, while the far off
Philippines are under mor - intimate

Abeolutely Pure

WEREISNOSUI1577TUTE

BIG GUTHRIE FAIR
IS

and more perfect control than were
the regions of the Rockies and the
Pacific elope at that date. Commensurate progress has been made in the
arts and sciences. None of these,
however, have advanced more rapidly than Homtropathy. While in 1851

ATTRACTINC LANCE
her disciples numbered but 800 (estiATTENDANCE

i

given in this section of the state. stand as one in thirteen. Observe
Kemp* Wild West show, The Five our ratio has increased four-fold, but
Flying Baldwine and twenty other the totality only two-fold. Rememinteresting acts are given daily. The ber also that the first prescription
night enaw is also attracting large made within our bo•ders pursuant to
the margin, Similia similibus curencrowds.
tur, was by a German immigrant in

ELKS' GRAND LODCE.
(Special to New Era)
CINCINNATI,0 ,July 21.—After
an exciting contest, Fred C. Robinson, of Dubuque, Is., was elected
grand secretary by the Grand Lodge
of Elks. The administration slate
was broken in several instances in
the election of other officers. Boffalo
was chosen as the next meeting
place. The parade, barbecues and
other entertainments were the social features of the reunien yesterday.

WE
HAVE
Watermelons

1825

accord with the Americau Institute. ence, but all alike perished during
Then there were but ten state docie- that semi-decade. On the first of
ties: now there are thirty-five, in- February appeared the initial numcluding the Washington Hoirreo- ber of that periodical whose semipathic Medical society of the District centennial this Issue commemorates.
or Columbia, which should be so rat- Today thirty magiszines regularly file
ed. Twenty-nine of these muster an appearance containing not less
3,893 souls, or more than six times than 16,608 pages of non-advertising
our entire force in that ancient day. matter in single copies of their reThep there were but eight local so- spective annual issues."

—Crops are lookiag very nice in
ttis portion of tho country. The

Apples
Plums

— Miss Ada Brooks, of Henderson,
is Visiting Mrs. A. A. Wiufree.

And all kids of
good 086 ng
truck received
daily

Fruit
Canning
We can furnish
any and
everything needed
for the
business,

WIT,
Cooper
d.
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timberland 116 Home 111
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Hair Renewe

IS it true you want to look old? Then keep your gray hair. If not,

then use Hall's Hair Renewer, and have all the dark, rich color
of early life restored to your hair.

DANN WOMAN RIDER INJURED
IN EXCITING CHASE BY INDIANS
Only Incident to Mar Success of Opening Day at Guthrie •
Fair.—Creat Carnival Features and
Racing Program.
(From Wednesday's ("ally.)
The Guthrie fair was inaugurated
Tuesday with an attendauce of about
3,000. Mrs. Carry Nation delivered
an interesting lecture and the Guthrie derby was a fine race. The Kemp
Wild West ehowgave a program that
pleased everybody. Mice Kemp one
of the performers, in the realistic
chase by Indians allowed her foot to
hang in the stirrup of her saddle and

tinued pleasure.
There are numerous free act", making the fair as good along this line
a big circus, and the racing progr
is excellent. At night carnival fit
urea will be given, the grounds being
lighted by electric lights.
The fairs under the special dire...

Mrs. Prentlo Tate has returned
home after a visit to Mrs. Malone,
at Cadiz.
Mr. J. W. Downer spent yesterd
in Clarksville.
Misses Gladys Bartley and Virginia Williamson are visiting in the

Gracey neighborhood.

will leave tomorrow for Bay Viellirt
Mrs. M. T. Bartley has returned Mich., to spend several weeks.
. .
Mrs. Sallie R. Moss and childivaj
from Trigg county.
have returned from a visit to Clintoil
Miss Bena Hill left today for MaKy.
rion, Ky., after a visit to Mrs. J. B.
Mrs. M. E. Mills left today for
Hill.
Sebree.
Mr. E. M. Flack has returned from
Mrs. Annie May Petrie and Miner.
Dawson Spriino.
Mrs. J. R. 'Armistead left this ter'', of Fairview, are visiting Ow
morning for Nashville, Term., to family of Dr. W.S. Petrie.
visit her son, Rev. Joseph Artnis- 1 Mr. Harry Robertson. of Cadls,
who has been visiting the family Of
tead, of that city.
W. W. Robertson on Walnut street,
returned
Mrs. W. R. Bowles has
left this morning for Wichita Falls,
from a visit to Russellville.
Texas, where he has accepted a like
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas W. Long orative position.
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11;ANKETS
In July see

a little out of place but if you can save

$1.25 to $2.75 a Pair.
With free st rage from now until needed.It striKes
us as a prett good investment. How does it striKe

Casky Notes.

farmers are very busy
wheat.

Pears
Tomatoes

L

VEGETABLE SICI

tion of (Hyena, Rash and France wetare all conducted on the principle of
was thrown to the ground, sustain- morality and cleanliness and no parMrs. F. M. Brister, of Russeilvil e,
and little daughter Margaret, to ing serious thought not fatal injuries. son contemplating a visit to eithilt
Mrs. Nation will lecture again to- (iutbrie or Madisonville need beAl
visiting Mesdames C. W. Jones a
day, and will then come to Hopkins- any fear of being thrown into otitis ,
Harry Keach.
e
ville to visit her uncle, Squire Alex tact with rowdies or queetionabill
(From Tuesday's Daily.)
Campbell.
characters. The fair at Madison,
Mr. A. J. Estes, of Haleys M
The fair is under the management Ill., which closed Saturday, was a
was in the city Monday.
of the firm of Givens, Rash & ranee- wonderful success. Next week the.
Mrs. W. T. Cooper and childr n
way and they have left nothing un- company will conduct a fair at Madleft today for a two week's stay It
do.le to make the week one of con- isonville.
St. Louis.

holds, therefore, 16,037 beds in 196
Mrs. Hugh Phelps left this morndifferent hospitals, those in 143 being
ing for St. Louis.
worth $18,231,958.00, with thirty more
Mrs. Lizzie Means Clark and sou,
to hear from, certainly not a bad exAlvin, left this morning for St.
hibit for one variety of the fruitage
Louis.
of fifty years of labor. But in addiMr. and Mrs. J. E. Cooper and Mrs
tion it maintains not less than sev- Lilly Boyd left this morning for Red
enty-one dispensaries, thirty-nine of Boiling Springs, Tenn.

In 1851 we had but one national which issued during the'past year
medical society, the American In- 620,728 prescriptions to 221,496 applistitute of Homeopathy, with 250 cants, while in 1861 there were out
members; now in addition to that three dispensaries, one connected
with its 2,002 members, an increase with each of the two medical schools
of seven fold, there are seven others and one in New York city.
devoted to the development of cerIn January, 1851, six Horresopathtain features of the Law of Cure or ic medical journals were striving to
to ttie cultivation of recognized spec- maintain a precariJus existence;that
ialties. Then there was but one sec- is to say, on earlier dates, and also
Donal society, the Western Institute; on later they appeared as frexnently
now there are two, the Missouri Val- as copy and as funds permitted. Beley and the Southern Homoeopathic tween March and the close of the
Medical Associations, both 'u hearty year five 'ethers sprang into exist-

411

Peaches

Mr. and Mrs. T. W. Long have returned from Lookout Mountain.

Miss Annie Franklin and her
cieties: now 116 of which sixty-eight
or a trifle over one-half enroll 3,316 brother, Hyman Franklin, left yesterday for Dawson, where they will
physicians. But in order to attain spend several days.
still greater professional efficiency
President William H. Harrisont of
forty-six clubs have been organized Bethel College,
Russellville, is in the
with a ihtlited membership and more city.
thorough Woilt. Thirty-six of these
Messrs. S. J. Samuel, Elton Zimmer
report 834 associates.
and Harry Lipstine left yesterday
Half a century ago there were telt for Cincinnati to attend the Elks
two Honiceopathic medical colleges grand lodge ineetitig
Mr. J. W. Mansfield has gone to
located WI Philadelphia and CleveLouisville
a week on business 543d
land res14ctively: now twenty two
will go from there to Lebanon, K .,
are scattered at convenient intervals
to deliver an address on July 27th,
from Massachusetts Bay to the Gold- after which he will visit his mother
en Gate. Of these THREE ARE CO- at Asheville, N. C., before returning
oRtnNATE HEi'ARTMENTs of state here.
Mrs. T. W. Wootton aid daughte
universities. Their graduate lists
and attractive visitor, Miss Love
contain not less than 13,517 names.
"In 1861 the tiny hospital at Phila- Brown, of Sharon, Ga , left this
morning for Dawson Springs to
delphia was the only one we possessspend a week. Before returning
ed in this broad land: now there are home Miss Brown will visit several
ninety-two general public hospitals, places of note in Georgia. Her many
eighty-five of which contain 6,863 friends here regret her departure. ,

mated); they now muster 9884, an
increase of fifteen fold. Our popula- beds, which we either own or have
The crowds at the Guthrie faltare tion then was twerity.three and a the right to use, and forty-five spec•
half millions, while now in the same ial publip hospitals, forty-two of
increasing daily.
••
The races are well filled and puts territory seventy-six millions reside, which hold 8,516 similar beds. Furone in the mind of Barnum's circus. a gain of but three-fold. The num- thermore, we have fifty-two general
The show is certainly great and the ber of doctors then of all sorts was private hospitals, of which forty-two
promises of the management are be- 40,584, one in sixty eight of whom contain 1,515 beds and thirty-six
ing fulfilled. Those who fall to at- were members or the New School: special private, of wnich twenty-six
tend will miss the best show Wirer now there are 123,663 to whom we have 643 beds. The New School

I

PERSONAL dik

(From Monday's Daily.)
Dr. R. L. Woodard has returned
trom Springfield, Term.

threshing

MHO ACTIVE
Considerable In cr e a sie In
Volume of Business.

Reports received from the board of
— Miss 011ie Tribble arid little niece
inspectors and warehousemen show
are visiting her sister, Mrs. Charlie
the tobacco market to have been acGarland.
tive during the week Just closed,
.-Winfree Cannot', of San Franciswith a gratifying increase in the vol.
co, Cal., is visiting relatives here.
ume of business done upon the breaks.
—Mrs. Ida Moseley left last week The demand for the better grades of
for Madisonville where she is visit- leaf was in excess of
the supply. and
ing her sister, Mrs. Dr. Parker.
lugs held their own, with &slight ad— Mr. W. H. Vaughn and children,
Lubbock, Tex., who have been
visiting relatives here have returned
to their home.

vance in quotations on such as were
suited for manufacturing purporse.
There was considerable activity in
the loose tobacco market, and sales

— Master Garland Graves, of Hop- on the warehouse floors were among
kineville, is visiting Richard Burt the heaviest of the season. The
growing crop is in flue condition, and
and sisters this week.
—Mrs. Stokes Hunter and litt13 promises to be one of superior qualidaughter and her mother, Mrs. Mary ty, while not as large as usual. The
E. Duke, of Greenville, S. C., are vis- inspectors' report shows receipts for
past week to be 1,060 hogsheads and
iting Mrs. W. H. Burt.
for the year 8,020 hogsheads. Sales
for the week 817 hogsheads and for
Mr. R. T. Moore and wife left Mon- the year 6,752 hogsheads.
day morning for their home at Earlington.
Clant Radish.
— Misses Vt alker and Daisy Wil(From Wednesday's Daily. )
liams, of Hopkinsville, are visiting
F. M. Whitlow, of Casky, toMr.
Mr. Winston Henry's family this
day brought to this office one Of the
week.
largest and most curiously formed
Annise Boyd, of Ktly, is
radishes exhibited here Ohs year.
spending this week with Miss
The radish resembled one of two
ble and Cassie Dillman.
—Mrs. Sarah E. Lloyd, wl o has things, either a sea monster or a
been quite ill, we are glad to know, monster left hand slightly closed.
is better.
Tile radish weighed four and a half
pounds, this afternoon and had it
"Sunshine).
been weighed when first pulled from
the ground would doubtless have
weighed considerably more.
The Itemees.4 VS
,
011ie

you? Well,that's exactly what we are going to offer to do. ar

AP AIP II AP AP AP I AP AP AP AP

The purest all wool, fin st, softest, downy
blanket, worth in winte time, $5.00 a pair,
Summer time price with full storage and
guaranteed delivered in perfect condition
when needed, at per pair

AP

AP

$3.15
$5.00

The next grade with a wide and beautiful
range of colorings to select from, good large
size, winter time price $6.75 pair. Summer
time price with free storage, etc

The finest grade, extra large size, as fleecy
and white as the driven snow,
price $8.50. Summer time price with free
storage, etc., at, per pair
Wintere

$5.75

Every pair of blanKets offered in this sale are guaranteed
purest wool, both warp and filling, and are just out of the
.
looms—spanK,fresh and new. They were bought at a sum
mer time price with the idea of holding them till next winter
and getting their real value, but before pacKing away we will
offer them one weeK at above concessions.

See DrY Goods
Window for Samples.

J. 11. Andcrson & Co.

INg• Early Mears

a

